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More than 100 fraternity and sorority members participated in a campus-wide cleanup Tuesday. The Greek · 
Council sponsored the event which began behind Williamson Hall and included Area I, II, the library grounds 
and downtown Durham. (Bob Bryan photo) · 
New candidate added 
Dean search is delayed 
By Kevin Johannesson 
The Liberal Arts dean search 
committee recently added another 
finalist to its list of candidates for 
the position of dean of Liberal 
Arts. 
least before December." 
According to Palmer: another 
finalist can be added at any time. 
Haaland also said the dean 
would have the same benefits as 
the rest of t-he faculty, which 
includes a retirement plan, health 
plan, life insurance, and an 
optional dental plan. 
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Special team to 
examine asbestos 
By P. Rand Tracy 
University administrators have 
set up an analysis group to 
investigate possibilities of asbestos 
in University buildings. 
Asbestos is the name of a groµp 
of minerals used primarily for 
insulation and fire proofing in 
building~ Whe-n inhale-ci . it i~ 
known to ca use various forms of 
irreversable lung cancer. 
According to Hank Dozier, 
director of University Buildings 
and Grounds, the analysis group 
has started its investigation with 
dormitory ceilings. 
"President Hander, with an 
extreme interest in health care 
issues, started the program of . 
assessing the presence in the 
dorms. Academic buildings will be 
next, followed by administration 
build.ings," said Dozier. 
Dozier, - head of the analysis 
group, said he is following 
guidelines set up by the National 
Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH) and said he 
. will have complete results in six to 
eight weeks. 
"Asbestos has been played up by 
the press as a killer," said Dozier. 
"If the scientific community 
believed that it were a/killer, you'd 
have federal laws covering that." 
In May of 1978, the U.S. 
Department of Health Education 
and Welfare (HEW) issued a 
warning to between 8-1 I million 
Americans who have worked with 
asbestos since World War II. 
Statistics by HEW found that 7 
percent of those people who 
worked with the material 
contracted asbestosis - an 
irreversable lung disease, and 7-10 
percent contracted mesotheliona 
- a rare form of cancer in the chest 
lining and abdomen. 
But Dozier believes that a 
per1.:crn'~ ~ll~<'t"ptihility to this 
· cancer is based on a quantity of 
exposure. "It's a killer in the sense 
that people who mined it were 
ingesting large quantities of the 
material," Dozier said. 
The one dormitory in particular 
that appears to contain asbestos is 
Williamson Hall. 
Hall Director Ann Driscoll said 
"The building (Williamson) was 
built eons ago and there is a layer 
of asbestos in the ceiling. We put 
up notices telling students not to 
scrape ceiling paint or put bottle 
caps on their ceilings because it 
was right underneath the paint." 
Driscoll added it was her 
concern "that we don't scare 
people with this. There's no reason 
for people to be concerned." 
Ken Vivian, a freshman and 
resident of the 6th floor in 
Williamson said .. They (William-
son staff) told us when we got there 
that there was asbestos in our 
ceilings and not to touch it. They 
said it will flake right off on you 
and your clothes and I knew that it 
causes cancer." 
Vivian said there were good a_nd 
bad aspects in having asbestos in 
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Robert Cottrell, a professor of 
_Romance Languages at Ohio State 
University, will join Donald 
Freeman, professor of English at 
Temple University in 
Pennsylvania, and Eugene 
6rotegut, professor of Germanic 
Languages at the University of 
Nevada at Reno as candidates for 
"The first search had a closing 
date; the second has none. It's an 
open search. When we began the 
second search we had no set 
number of people that we wanted 
(for consideration) for the job," he 
said. 
The search was designed this 
way so there would not be a need 
for a third, fourth, or fifth dean 
search, Palmer said. 
Drilling could destroy artifacts 
the position. 
According to Professor Stuart 
Palmer, chairman of the second 
search committee, the committee 
may have selected a dean by 
J a n u a r y , d e s-p i t e e a r I i e r 
projections that the committee 
would have selected a dean "at 
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Susan Schibanoff, an associate 
professor of English and a member 
of the search committee, said the 
committee is working as quickly as 
possible to make a decision on one 
of the ca nd ida tes but the 
committee is also working 
carefully to select the right person 
for the job. 
The first search began in July of 
1980 and produced two finalists 
who both declined the positjon. 
According to Arthur Borror, 
professor of Zoology, and 
chairman of the first search 
committee, the two finalists were 
both "very qualified" but they 
declined the position because of 
"professional" reasons. 
"There was no dissatisfaction 
with the students or the faculty. 
The finalist s did not choose 
another instituti9n over UNH but 
they wished to remain at their 
home institutions," Borror said. 
Palmer said the salaries offered 
to the two finalists in the first 
search probably did not affect their 
decisions. 
"I don't know, but I doubt that 
this (the salaries) ·affected them. 
My' guess is it did not," he said. 
Palmer said the benefits for a 
dean at UNH are competitive 
nationally and are about "average 
with other colleges." 
Gorden Haaland, vice president 
for academic affiars, said the 
salaries would be competitive but 
not fixed and would d~pend on the 
experience of the individual. 
By Martha Sleep 
UNH graduate student Warren 
Riess thinks offshore oil 
exploration could be hazardous to 
our heritage. 
Riess, specializing in colonial 
maritime studies, was the nautical 
archeologist who worked on a 
project for the Bureau of Land 
Management. The report 
Graduate ·warren Riess worked to determine the significance of 
underwater archeological sites (Dorothy Duquette photo) 
determined the significance of 
archeological sites and the impact 
of offshore exploration on the 
fishing banks off the east coast. 
The report covered the off shore 
area from Cape Hatteras to the 
Bay of Fundy. These areas were 
first ·inhabited l 0,000-4,000 years 
~go B.C. by Indians utilizing the 
abundant protein resources of the 
oceans. 
According to Richard 
Schuhmann, a senior in the UNH 
Earth Science department, "The 
oldest sites are offshore. We've lost 
about 100 miles of coastline since 
the end of the last glacial period. 
As ice melts the sea level rises. The 
Isles of Shoals were once hills and 
the area in between was just 
valleys. The Indians followed the 
coastline moving gradually west." 
According to Riess, since the 
early 1600's the Europeans have 
based their seasonal fishing 
operations there. The possibility 
exists that a large number of 
shipwrecks as well as Indian 
artifacts could be found there. 
An underwater site could 
contain certain artifacts which 
wot1;ld be preserved when covered 
with sand and seawater that would 
otherwise cfecay on laQd. Arbitrary 
off shore · drilling could destroy 
these sites. 
Riess said, ·•An Indian site 
would provide such things as 
leather articles or wood (as might 
be used in handle_s for arrows and \ 
spears). As far as our knowledge of 
weapons go, a lot of understanding 
is just conjecture. With the wooden 
parts (of the weapons) we could 
really understand their use." 
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NEWS II BRIEF 
INTERNATIONAL 
Rudman supports· AW ACS s~le 
WASHINGTON - U.S. Senator Warren Rudman (R-N.H.), 
said yesterday that he will support the controversial AW ACS sale to 
Saudi Arabia. 
Rudman said the $8.5 million sale will help enhance Middle East 
stability. 
In a speech on the Senate floor, Rudman said the Middle East is 
an area "sitting in turmoil." 
The Senate vote on the sale is scheduled for next week. 
US pilots flyin_g Libyan planes 
LONDON - American pilots and aircraft mechanics are flying 
and maintaining Libyan air force planes, according to a report from 
tht> New York Times . · · 
The Times quoted associates of Edwin Wilson, a former American 
intelligence agent, who allegedly set up an office in London to recruit 
the pilots and mechanics. 
The extent to how involved the recruits are in flying combat 
~issi~ns could not be determined, and the Americans are apparently 
v10latmg no law. 
Polish workers strike 
WARSAW - More than 150,000 Polish workers went on strike 
yesterday in Zielona Gora,as the labor union Solidarity was urged to 
hold a one hour nationwide walkout next week . 
The strike was caused by the dismissal of a Solidarity manager 
from a state farm, and although he was later given back his job, 
protestors demanded that the persons who fired him be dismissed . 
A Polish labor leader told a Solidarity meeting that the 
organization should call for a nationwide walkout next week to 
protest food sh~Htages, even though the Polish government warned 
such a strike could lead to martial law. 
Lech Walesa, leader of the Solidarity movement , flew home from 
Paris to attend a meeting in Gdansk. 
NATIONAL 
Marijuana linked to hard drugs 
WASHINGTON - A new government-funded study reported 
that smoking marijuana leads to use of harder drugs such as cocaine 
and heroin. 
Dr. William Pollin, head of the National Institute of Drug Abuse, 
told a Senate Labor subcommittee that smoking marijuana has a 
significant relationship with crime. 
He said the study involved 2,510 men ranging from 20 to 30 years 
of age. 
LOCAL 
MGM looks at Rockingham Park 
SALEM - The MGM Grand Hotels board chairman said the 
hotel. is interested in buying and developing the burned-out 
Rockmg_ham Park race track. 
Fr~d _Benniger said from Las Vegas that his company is 
conside~•~g a complex that would cost between $70 million and 
$100 million . 
The complex would include horse racing, a shopping mall, a hotel 
and a large production showroom. 
Senate to meet at 4 
The Student Senate will meet Sunday night at 4 p.m. m 
McConnell Hall, Room 212 instead of at 6 p.m. 
The change was made to accomodate student leaders from around 
the sta_te who will attend the meeting as part of a convention, 
accordmg to Student Body President Sara Jane Horton. 
Weather 
It will be mostly cloudy today with temperatures reaching into the 
60s, according to the National Weather Service in Concord. 
Tonight should . have heavy rainstorms, with temperatures 
dropping into the 40s. 
Saturday will be cold and cloudy, with winds reaching up to 30 
miles per hour. 
Nick: the man 'everyone' knows 
By Lisa Prevost 
It's Homecoming night at Nick's 
after a Wildcat football victory of 
13-12. The place has been jammed 
since seven o'clock. 
The air is thick downstairs in the 
Paradise disco. The - revolving 
colored lights catch the faces of th~ 
dancers, glinting with sweat. 
In the doorway to the adjoining 
tavern an impatient crowd of 
about 30 people wait to be 
admitted. Obscenities fly at the 
bouncer who is struggling to 
maintain a balance between people 
coming in and people going out.. 
A massive body stumbles out 
from the middle of the group. He 
sways back and forth in front of 
the bouncer, beer mug in hand. 
"You haf to let me in," he slurs. 
"I'm a football player. I ·know 
Nick." . 
This is hardly much of a 
statement in Du'rham. It seems like 
everybody "knows" Nick. He's the 
gruff-looking man with thick gray 
hair stationed by the dining room 
seven nights a week. He nods and 
says hello, often raising either a 
cigarette or a cup of coffee in 
greeting. 
Unless he's chasing a minor out 
the door. Or "No, no, no"-ing 
someone trying to smuggle a drink 
upstairs. 
And one never has to worry 
about ending up in the wrong 
bathroom as long as Nick's on 
duty. 
NICKS, page 4 
Students and workers begin work on the second stage of planning for College Brook Pond (Steve Dodd photo) 
Devito, students develop pond 
By Kristin Da-lbec 
ln the second stage of planning, 
the College Brook Pond, behind 
Paul Creative· Arts and Johnson 
Theater, is finally beginning to 
take shape. The pond area was 
created with UNH students in 
mind to provide a place where 
students can meet with friends, 
study, or sit and relax in 
comfortable surroundings. 
The pond itself is designed in 
hopes of creating a water feature to 
which both people and animals 
will be naturally attracted. 
Animals have already begun to 
make themselves at home there. 
Squirrels dash from tree to tree 
while a large variety of birds 
including Blue Jays, Robins and 
Fil)ches regard the pond as a giant 
bird bath from which they perch 
themselves on the rocks situated in 
the water. 
Less obvious are the subtle 
effects the ponding area will have 
on the stream quality, according to 
Skip Devito, director of Facilities 
Planning. The pond will "dampen 
thermal shock and provide a 
sediment area at which point 
suspended particles- will settle out 
of the stream." Devito also stated 
"the pond will provide for a wider 
ran~ : of microenvironments in 
increasing the likelihood for more 
forms of life to exist." 
The pond project, a gift from the 
Marcus Foundation, started last 
February. It has been an onging 
process for developers, engineers 
and plant scientists to study the 
area through the broad range of 
seasons . 
The first stage of its 
construction, overseen by Jim 
Reid from Facilities Planning, 
occured in late August to ensure 
water levels were at their lowest. 
·since then, Reid said "the 
pond has taken a natural course in 
determining a natural water level 
and flow." 
It has been the effort of many 
designs and designers to recapture 
the natural setting of the area, lost 
in the construction of building, 
walks and utilities. 
·• Almost all matter removed 
from the area has been fill or 
disturbed soil," said Devito. 
Devito teaches Arts 455, 
Introduction to Architecture, and 
gave both his last semester class 
and this semester's class the 
opportunity to take an active role 
in the pond's development. 
Under Devito\ guidance, the 
spring of '81 class worked out a 
concept design which led to the 
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Students react to threat of nuclear war 
By Xavier Cronin 
According to an October 12 
front page story in The New York 
Times, "The Reagan Adminis-
tration's plan to spend $18 billion 
on strategic military communi-
cations over the next five years is 
intended to provide the United 
States with a far more effective and 
flexible capacity to wage nuclear 
war, according to senior 
Administration officials." 
Part of the plan involved giving 
Ronald Reagan the choice of firing 
"only those missiles he thought 
necessary." Using this logic, 
nuclear war would not have a be an 
all-out nuclear holocaust. 
An informal survey conducted 
by earlier this week revealed th~ 
mixed reactions of UN H students 
concerning Reagan's lat-est move 
on the nuclear issue. 
Quentin Just, a sophomore, says 
he "definitely" thinks about 
nuclear war: "It's a definite 
probability when you consider the 
Mid East... we 're turning our whole 
country into a nuclear base. It 
(nuclear war) is definitely 
ineveitable." As for limited war: 
"It's ridiculous. Limited nuclea·r 
war is a farce, incallid logic," he 
said. 
Another sophomore, Dave 
Johnson, thinks a bout nuclea-r war 
a lot. "Things are just building up 
so much," Johnson said. He 
believes that within the next three 
years there will be one. 
Johnson refers to the Bible: "ln 
the Bible it says you'll know the 
time, volcano's erupting, trouble in 
the Mid East, after the second ' 
coming of , Israel. The Bible is 
accurate. "There's no way to stop a 
nuclear war, there's got to be ·an 
~nd." 
Nursing major Patty Morin isn 1t 
concerned about a holocaust: "I 
don't believe there ever will be one. 
People in charge realize what will 
happen and will never let that 
happen." 
Jorris Brinkerhoff believes the 
nuclear issue has become too 
political. "It's a stark possibility 
now that people are talking about 
winning a limited war. I read 
speeches and quotations that are 
full of rhetoric. Seems to me 
neither side gets beyond rhetoric, 
(they're) both so preoccupied with 
their own self-interest." Jorris 
believes, "People are simply 
getting ready for the big one, 
enhancing power to destroy and 
survive. l 'm very much concerned 
and quite worried." 
A male grad student who wished 
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Conierence On waste set 
In an effort to find solutions to 
the mismanagement of hazardous 
wastes, more than 250 govern-
ment, industry, public and 
academic representatives will meet 
next week for a Northeast 
Conference on Hazardous Wastes. 
"The conference will bring 
together people who are intimately 
involved with the problem to try to 
propose real technical solutions,' 
said Alan Borner, executive 
director of the conference and co-
director of the CETA Hazardous 
Waste Training Program at the 
University. - -
The four-day I conference, 
October 25-28 at the Wentworth-
by-the-Sea, Newcastle, will host a 
variety of speakers and 
presentations focusing on waste 
redqction strategies, permanent 
waste storage facilities and 
discussions on environmental 
regulations and plans under the 
Reagan administration. 
Speaking of the 3,500 waste sites 
nationwide, Borner added "it's 
been said 'politics be -damned -
let's get the money and clean it 
up."' 
The conference will be 
highlighted by a mock 'town 
meeting' through which "we hope 
to get a reading from a very varied 
New England audience on the 
possibilities of kicking in funds 
from a number of communities to 
provide immediate solutions to 
threatening waste site problems," 
Borner said. 
Details of this new approach in 
which the communities deal with 
major insurance consortiums to 
retro-actively cover waste site 
cleanup will be discussed Malcolm 
Aickin, director of Environmental 
Risk Analysis System, London, 
England. 
Among tho do2ons of other 
speakers, the program will include 
Lester Sutton, New England 
administrator of the Environ-
mental: Protection Agency, who 
will discuss current regulations; 
and Anthony Roisman, special 
litigator for the U.S. Justice 
Department, who will address 
recourses available to those 
experiencing personal injury or 
property damage caused by 
hazardous waste accidents. 
Other topics include: 'Site 
Restoration for Contaminated 
Facilities;' 'Hazardous Waste Site 
Investigation/ Sylvester Site in 
Nashua;' 'Waste Management for 
Academic Institutions;' and 'The 
Future Role of the Secure Landfill 
in High Technology Facilities.' · 
Students are welcome to attend 
Tree of charge by contacting Alan 
Borner at 862-3556 on Friday, or 
436-3100 Sunday to arrange 
exemption from tho $300 
registration fee. 
His 'best friend' is Jesus Christ 
By Mary Ann Luechauer 
Cliffe Knechtle's Levis, 
Converse All-Stars, and corduroy 
. sheepskin coat made him look like 
an ordinary UNH student standing 
in front of Dimond Library last 
week. 
But Knechtle's claim to the 
students gathered around him that 
he was at UNH "to introduce 
people to his best friend in the 
world: Jesus Christ," separated 
him from most undergraduates. 
An employee of the nation-wide 
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 
(part of the world-wide 
International Fellowship of 
Evangelical Students) Knechtle 
was invited to speak at UNH by 
Durham's Inter-varsity group. 
Tom Brink, "advisor/ player/ 
coach" for Inter-varsity on several 
New Hampshire campuses, said 
Knechtle received no payment 
from UN H students. 
"It is Cliffe's job," Brink said. 
"He receives his salary from Inter-
varsity. His boss is my boss." 
Knechtle spoke for three days in 
the informal setting. People 
gathered and asked questions and 
Knectkle tried to answer them. 
Very few students walked by the 
crowd without slowing down their 
pace a little. Most stopped and 
listened for a while. Some smiled, 
some laughed, some fought, some 
discussed, and even some cried. 
It was obvious that Knectkle 
wanted students to use their minds 
in examining his issue, Jesus 
Christ. When one student asked 
where Heaven was, Knechtle told 
him that he "honestly" didn't know 
the exact location. Then he used 
biblical passages to explain what 
the specific "functions" of Heaven 
were and what he thought Heaven 
might look like. 
"It's a place where we, as human 
beings, give and receive everlasting 
love," he said. "I sure hope in 
Heaven we don't walk around on 
'A Christian is not 
somebody who sits 
on the top of a 
mountain looking 
at his navel 
all day' 
clouds all day." 
The student wanted "facts" 
though, not mere "blind belief in 
whatever it says in the bible." 
To Knechtle, the facts are the 
scriptures. "The Word of God is 
written in ancient manuscripts 
across the Globe--we have to 
believe what those people were 
told during Christ's life." 
Another student wanted help in 
budgeting her time for God. 
"A Christian is not somebody 
who sits on top of a mountain 
looking at his navel all day," 
Knechtle told her. "Things like 
money, sex, and a good job are 
beautiful. The problem comes 
when you start living for money or 
sex or a job. They can't become 
idols.' 
Traveling to campuses across 
the country encouraging students 
to take a look at Christ is 
Knechtle's living. 
"There are not too many people 
who do what he does," said Brink. 
"A lot of people are skeptical of 
Cliffe at first because of the 
'preacher' image. But he's not a 
loony or a fanatic. He wants 
rational debate and dialogue and 
to get that, he has to put himself on 
the spot a lot. People seem to really 
respect him for that." 
Knechtle has spoken at UNH for 
the past two years but, according 
to Brink, last week's visit got more 
response than the other two. 
It amazed - Brink during 
Knechtle's open-air talks that 
people who call God a myth "get so 
emotionally inyolved." 
"People could have just walked 
by," he said, "even arguing shows a 
spiritual interest. It seems like 
everybody has some kind of God-
created void that needs to be filled, 
even though they can't admit it." 
Brink calls Inter-varsity a 
"grass-roots movement" because it 
is not an organization that forms 
groups and clubs. Rather, it 
encourages other Christian 
services to grow. 
Inter-varsity, an . inter-
denominational organization, 
originated in the late l 800's in 
Great Britain. 
"Colleges are called varsities 
there,." Brink said, "hence the 
name Inter-varsity. Students with 
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Mike DeAngelis was one of the many performers at Wednesday Night's coffee house in Stoke Hall (Tim Ske~r 
photo) 
Irina Crosby, age 59 and a UNH student, is still eager to pursue 
additional education. (Lee Skillman photo) 
Her Spanish's slipping, 
but not her Russian .. 
By Kathy Kupovics 
Plato once said that the end of 
learning is the end of youth. By 
that definition, Irina Crosby, age 
59, is stiHyoung. 
To her, learning is something 
that one does throughout life, the 
course of education leading the 
student towards self-fulfillment. 
For example, it is a widely-held 
belief that as one grows older, 
learning new languages becomes 
more difficult. What other people 
find difficult, however, proves to 
be nourishment to Irina's eager 
mind. 
She loves Russian, saying the 
"language is so rich, having many 
different shades of meaning." 
What prompted her to study 
Russian, a difficult language, was 
the desire to read the works of 
great Russian author, like Chekov, 
in their original language. 
Russian is not the only language 
that fascinates Irina . She speaks 
fluent French, Italian, and 
Spanish, though she says, "from 
lack of practice, my Spanish is 
slipping." 
French is one language that 
proved useful to her. That's the 
tongue she spoke when working 
for the International Labor Office 
(a branch of the United Nations)in 
Geneva, Switzerland, where she 
spent twenty-nine years. 
After retiring in 1979, she 
returned to the United States. 
Since then, Irina has been back to 
Switzerland at least once ;:i year, to 
visit friends and to ski. Irina has a 
method which ensures her 
continued prowess as a skier. 
"I leave my ski equipment-with a 
friend who owns a chalet half-way 
up a mountain. I take the lift up, 
and ski the rest of the way down." 
After settling in Newcastle·, New 
Hampshire, Irina went back to 
school as a summer student, 
studying basic plymbing and 
electricity. 
"I was planning to build a house 
at the time , and I figured those 
would be good things to know," 
she said. 
With the help of some people 
from the UNH Forestry 
Department, Irina cleared the 
wooded area for the house. 
"Actually, he (the forestry 
student), did rriost of the heavy 
work. I wa·s the vacuum cleaner, 
following behind, picking up all 
the little bits of wood and leaves." 
That was back in '79. Since then, 
with the help of her brother (who 
shares the twenty-four-acre lot 
with Irina) and nephew, she has 
completed her country home. 
Irina describes her house as one 
of the "traditional Early America 
design, with weathered shingles, to 
blend in with the wooded setting." 
To enhance her wooded 
environment, Irina has planted 
wild flower gardens, selecting flora 
that would normally grow in such 
a setting. She cleared the area for 
the gardens "pretty much" on her 
own. 
Irina has a philosophy, and that 
is: 
"Always take advantage of 
learning something new. It keeps 
your mind ticking. I'm retired and 
I've never been so busy!" 
That's the reason Irina decided 
to return to school. She chose 
UNH because it's so close to her 
home in Newcastle. 
"This is a marvelous place," she 
said, "I'm so impressed! The 
enthusiasm of the students is 
wonderful. They take school 
seriously, but enjoy learning." 
When asked if she noted any 
differences in education between 
the time she first went to college 
and now, Irina paused for a 
moment. 
"You know, that is a difficult 
question to answer. I went to 
Bennington College, which was a 
very progressive school at the time. 
Your coursework was tailored to 
what you really wanted to do . As 
I'm taking 'only one course, it's 
hard to get a sense of how the UN H 
system operates." 
At Bennington, Irina studied 
dramatic literature with a minor in 
piano. 
What possibly nurtured Irina's 
love of language and travel was her 
father's profession as a Naval 
officer, and the consequent 
moving around of her family . 
The first three years of Irina's 
life were spent in China . 
.. 1 probably learned some 
Chinese, but not much. After all, 
how extensive is a three-year-old's 
vocabulary?" 
Throughout her life, Irina has 
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But does anybody know what . 
the rest of . Nick's name is? Do 
many people know that he really 
doesn't live there? Does anybody 
know why he allows football 
players in ahead of everybody 
elser 
Not too many. If the pushy 
drunkard . had said, "I know 
Nicholas Karabelas," perhaps even 
the doorman would have looked at 
him funny. 
When the law was changed in 
1968, however, Nick opened up the 
first bar in Durham. It was called 
the Keg Room and held 54 people. 
Today, all three floors of Nick's 
place combined hold -450 people, 
almost 10 times as many. 
The pizza place is now a formal 
dining room, a tavern is beneath, 
and . the Keg Room has become a 
disco . 
Nick added the Paradis disco in 
1972, after a lot of requests from 
students for a dance floor. 
< continued from page 2) 
people pass through his 
establishment. 
Nick doesn't know exactly why 
he's been so successful, but, he says 
somewhat modestly. "personality 
and management ability" have a 
lot to do with it. 
"If you know what you're doing, 
you're going to get there,"he says. 
Even the rise in the drinking age 
didn't hurt his business. In fact , he 
says, it helped it. 
Nick's is not his only 
establishment that is part of the 
UN H social life. Scorpio's Pub has 
been his since 1978, along with 23 
apartments on 4 Main Street. 
Nick lives in Dover, where he 
owns several other buildings. He 
has two sons. One is a student at 
Babson College in Massachusetts. 
The other, a UNH graduate, is a 
doctor. -
ever stood in line for 20 minutes 
outside and watched well-
developed young men walk in 
ahead of them, the football team is 
Nick's first love. 
The players are allowed in ahead 
of everyone else when they have a 
home game or "when they are 
winners." 
Nicholas came to the United 
States from Greece 30 years ago 
and he still maintains his accent. 
He was able to open Nick's, as a 
PlZZa place, in 1966. 
"We add what is the demand," 
he says, citing the recently added · 
salar bar in the restaurant. 
"The 18-year olds weren't 
drinking. Just filling up the place," 
he explains. 
Nick also says it is safer now 
because "the 18-year-olds can't 
control their liquor 'like the 20-
Ninety-five percent of the 
employees at Nick's are students. 
Many of them work throughout 
the duration of their stay at UNH . 
And, according to Nick, many 
come back to visit him. 
"It is something I can do for 
them," Nick says. "Makes them 
say, 'Hey, these people respect us, 
so let's win the next game for 
them.' I know all the players by 
their first names." 
He also gives the players gifts. 
When he sold pizza, he would give 
them 25 free pizzas after a win. "At that time, the town it was dry," Nick recalls·. 
Now, on a typical weekend 





"The Spiritual Revolution 
Has Begun" 
by 
Mrs. Jean K. Weida, C.S. 
a member of the Christian Science 
Board of Lectureship 
Tuesday, October 27, 1981 
8:00 P.t\j. __ _ 
First Church of Christ, Scientist 
603 Central Avenue 
Dover, New Hampshire 
Nursery provided. All are welcome. 
You'll enjoy our 
class .. 
Old Dover Rd. Newington 
Hannon's 
16 Third St. Dover 
&nc£ «1tar,«H1t&r ««@. 
Jfe«rft J M~iches 
0.H«fi"fy S'tmfs «nvf c5e«foo£ 
{Ol!f(tl_C U/JCH /i[ /igfl{cfo./mff -cfifte 
sek~fiolt of,_1mpoltir£ anti'rfomesfic 
6ee'r.5 anrf wHte. . 
c«s«ar rfrcss .Jo re.rerrafions 1teeaea 
year-olds. :• 
But. as anyone knows who has 
THE STONE CHURCH 
on the hill in Newmarket 
Fri. anu Sat. Oct. 23 & 24 
'THE NIGHT ROCKERS 
Dancing 
$1.00 off Admission with THIS AD UNTIL 9:30 
GEOPHYSICISTS 
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY, one of 
the Leading 011 and Gas Producers fn the 
U.S., seeks innovative and aggressive 
i GEOPHYSICISTS to expand its current 
levei of activity. 
APPLICANTS will be conaider,d who 
have B.S .. M.S. or Ph.D. degrees in 
GEO.LOGY, GEOPHYSICS, MA TH, PHYSICS 
or· ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING with at 
least MATH. through INTEGRAL-CALCULUS, 
2 PHYSICS and 2· GEOLOGY courses. 
Positions available for candidates 
to be GEOPHYSICISTS in the New 
• Orleans Regional Office. 
AMOCO will be recruiting here on 
November 6. 
~ See ·the_ GEOL~GV 
CO DEPARTMEN-T to 
j!i)schedule an interview. 
Male/Female 
This year they received beer 
grips with "Nick's" printed across 
the front. This year's Homecoming 
was special, he says. Though it was 
hot and crowded, there were no 
problems with fights or damages. 
Nick says there is little of that these 
days. 
The rough years were from 
1971-73. ")'hey was the toughest 
years we had," he says. "The way 
which the kids acted." Not only 
were there a lot of fights, but there 
was constant vandalism in all the 
businesses in Durham, he explains. 
Nick doesn't know why these 
years were bad, but he knows that 
the students are different now. 
"After that they changed a lot. 
They respect more in these years," 
he says. 
Proof of Nick's own success is in 
the gold diamond ring on his hand . 
He claims the students have 
enabled his business to thrive. "I'm · 
getting along very good with 
them." Nick says simply. 
Meanwhile, the bouncer grins 
back at the unsteady man before 
him who wants to be inside Nick's 
for Homecoming. 
"Look, I've worked for Nick for 
15 years," the bouncer snarls. 
"Everybody's a football player. 
And everybody knows Nick. 
Either go get Nick and bring him 
down here or wait in line with 
everyone else." 
The player looks violent for a 
minute . Then, grumbling, he 
staggers back to the end of the line , 
joining everyone else who "knows' 
Nick. 
-POND-
(continued from page 2) 
existing shape of the pond . This 
semester's class is involved with the 
second stage of planning. 
Comments from both students 
and community members like , "I 
hope it doesn't look like a park 
when they're through," made them 
set a goal of making the area a 
natural environment. whil e 
keeping with the continuity of the 
surrounding area. 
To meet the challenge, the team 
has provided a slope leading 
down to the waters edge which will 
allow students to sit comfortably. · 
They have also chosen appropriate 
vegetation that will blend well with 
the area and serve natural practical 
purposes. ~.0--7 
I § 
I - I 
I · I I Hours: 6:00 - 12:00 weekdays I 
§ 6:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. weekends . j 
I aa2-22ea I 
~ . § I . "So·meone to talk to" . J 
&,....,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,....,..A:,Cr..,...,.~..,...,...,...,.....,....,....,...,...,...,...,.....,.....,...0,-..,...,...,....,.~..,...,...,._,.~..,.~~.)CCOl"'"J"'J'"J'"~ 
/ 
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-----ASBESTOS-----
his room. ·•1t is a fire preventative 
substance - aut you still don't 
want it to flake off on you," he 
said. Vivian explained neither he 
nor · other residents he knows are 
particularly worried about it. 
·KNECHTLE-
( continued from page 3) 
schools." 
Inter-varsity has been at UNH 
since 1948 and is the oldest 
an interest in Christ would get 
together from several different 
Gord'on-Conwell l heo1og1ca1 
Seminary, lives and works with the 
poor in Boston when he's not 




"I Love you," 
whatever you wish, 
with a floating 
BALLOON BOUQUET 
by 
Selections to suit every 
occasion, taste, & budget 





At Substantial Savings 
Jon H. Yager 
Dealer in Precious Stones 
and 





Ruh her Masks\\ ith 
fur. hlood & 
fa 11 i n g c y cs 
MAKE-UP 
in color\ 
I· ABR I(. 
& 
( 'A\l)Y 
The Out Back 
Main Street. Durham 
< continued from page l) 
When the study is completed, 
Dozier's analysis will be able to 
assess if there is asbestos in the 
buildings, what the level of damage 
would be, and if it is accessable. 
Until that time, Dozier stressed 
that people should not be 
concerned. ..I'm aware of the 
diseases ana their effects, but once 
they are in your system, it might be 
20 years till you notice the effects," 
he said. 
Send Your Favorite Mortal·A 
•
. . SPOOK~A-GRAM ~ 
For only $1 
Bag of candy, hand-delivered by 
singing ghouls Anywhere on Campus1 
-Orders taken from Oct. 26-28 at 
Huddleston from 4:15-7:00 pm 
-or by calling Lillian at 2-6598 
-or .Jane at 2-1601. 
-Deliveries Oct. 29-31 evenings 





via Continental Airline 
R & w Trauel 




Co-sponsored by UNH Table Tennis Club 
& Mini Dorm Community Government 
& International Students Assoc. 
Re~istration in Field House 151 
$1.00 
Deadline Oct. 28 




FRIDAY, October 23 
INAUGURAL SYMPOSIUM: Cross Currents in Computer 
Science. Sponsored by Computer Science Department. Windsor 
Charles Room, New England Center, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Call Linda, 
862-3778, Room M223, Kingsbury Hall for information and 
registration. 
GOURMET DINNER I: .. Swing Back to the Twenties." 
Entertainment provided by UNH's own twenty piece jazz band. 
"nonsored bv Hotel Administration Program. Granite State 
R.88~~ ~-<:Illorial Union, 6:30 p.m. Admission: $13. Contact the 
Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-2290, for information. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Infiltrating the Gray Flannel 
Cadre--the Dynamics of Women in Organizations. Phyllis RossiterE 
Forbes, Facilities Services. Sponsored by Division of Continuing 
Education, New England Center, and UNH Speakers Bureau. 
Berkshire Room. New England Center, 8 p.m. Prior registration 
requested. Call DCE, 862-2015. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Since 1885, .. The Mikado" has been 
the most celebrated and popular of all Gilbert & Sullivan operas. Its 
colorful, topsy-turvy Gilbertian humor is swept along by Sullivan's 
rich musical setting. Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport and Carol 
Lucna-Hurns. Johnson I.heater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
Admission: USN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3; 
general $4. 
PHYSICS CLUB LECTURE: Anti-Matter Drive in a Material 
World. Speaker, Yoeman Spock. Room 403, DeMerritt, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Midnight Traveler. Sponsored by MOSO. 8 p.m. 
Admission: students $3; general $4. UNH ID/ proofofage required. 
SA TU RDA Y, October 24 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. U.Mass., Univ. Vermont, 
URI. Begins at Field Hpuse, 2 p.m. 
GOURMET DINNER I: .. Swing Back to theTwenties."Sponsored 
by Hotel Administration Program. Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 6:30 p.m. Admission: $13. Contact the Memorial Union 
Ticket Office, 862-2290, for information. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: .. The Mikado." Johnson Theater, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission: USNH students and 
employees/ senior citizens $3; general $4. 
MUB PUB: Midnight Traveler. Sponsored by MUSO. 8 p.m. 
Admission: student $3; general $4. UNH ID/ proof of age required. 
SUNDAY, October 25 
MUSO FILM: .. Summer of '42," starring Jennifer O'Neill, Gary 
Grimes, and Jerry Houser. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 
and 9:30 p-.rµ. Admission: $ I or season film pass. 
CONTRADANCE: With Tod Whittemore. Sponsored by Country 
Dancers. New Hampshire Hall, 8:30 p.m. Admission: $2.50. (Wear 
soft-soled shoes ONLY.) 
WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONIC BAND CONCERT: 
Nicholas Grovich, director. Johnson Theater, .Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Russ Dumont with Sunday Nite Oldies. Sponsored by 
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age required. 
MONDAY, October 26 
NEW / OLD CINEMA: .. Los ·01vidados," directed by Bunuel. 
Sponsored by MUSO. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m. . 
JAZZ WITH CHARLIE JENNISON AND F~IEN~S: ~harJ1e 
Jennison, tenor saxophonist, has played with Dizzy G11lesp1e and 
Co. in Portland. Sponsored by Eaton House. Granite State Room, 
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: $2.50, at door only. 
TUESDAY,Oc~ber27 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Plato. Drew Christie, 
Philosophy. Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
MEN'S PRESEASON HOCKEY: vs. Holy Cross. Snively Arenar 
7 p.m. Admiss~on charged. 
1 Orchard Street 
Last right coming down Central Ave. in Downtown Dover 
Breakfast Buff et 
Every Sunday_9 a.m. to noon 
$3.50 All you can eat 
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ACA6EMIC-
FACULT'v CURF DEADLINE: For submitting 
proposals is October 23. Forms available: Research 
Office, Room 108. Horton Social Science. Only one copy 
of the proposal is re4uired. Questions. call Bea Day or 
Jack Lockwood, 862-2000. 
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF DEADLINE: For 
suhmitting proposals is October 30. Forms available: 
Research Office, Room 108, Horton Social Science. Only 
one copy of the proposal is rc4uired. Que~tions. call Bea 
Day or Jack Lockwood, 862-2000. -
WSBE FACULTY ADVISING: Open to all UNH 
students. Monday-Thursday, October 26-29. WSBE 
Advising Office. McConnell, I :30-3:30 p.m. Sec bulletin 
board for details. Theme for the week is Labor Issues. 
WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN 
PH I LOSO PHY'!: A presentation of the educational and 
career opportunities available for studenb in philosophy. 
by Prof. Yutaka Yamamoto. Open to all intercstcd 
undergraduates. Sponsored Liberal Arb Advisi~g. 
Tuesdav, October 27. Hillsborough Room. Memorial 
Union.'1-2 p.m. 
ATHLETICS & RECRE.-\TIO:\ 
AEROBICS DANCE: Skip lunch and !->hapc up thc fun 
way through Aerobics Dance. Sessions hcld on ~onday. 
Wednesday and Friday from 12-1 p.m. 1n Nev. 
Hampsn1re Hall. :"')csslon 11 ocglm, lJctoocr 20 atH.l cnos 
November 20. Registration: $18. with student ID or rec 
pass: $25. without. 
C.-\REEH 
CAREER WORKS HOP FOR U.N DECI OED 
STU DENTS: Sponsored by Carccr Planning & 
Placement. Counseling & Testing. and Liberal Arb 
Advising Center. Monday. October 26. Grafton Room. 
Memorial Union. 3-4:30 p.m . 
CAREER PL.ANNING WORKSHOPS: Determining 
Your Marketable Skills. ~ponsorcd by Career Planning 
& Placement, Coumcling & Testing Center. Liberal Arb 
Advising Ccntcr. Tue!->day. Octobcr 27. Room 2 I 2. 
Hamilton Smith. 6-7:30. 
CAREER Pl.A 1 NING WORKSHOPS.: Making 
Career Life Decisions. Spon!->orcd by Career Planning& 
Placement. Counseling & Testing. and Liberal Arts 
Advising Ccntcr. Thursday. October 29. Merrimack 
Room. Memorial Union. 2:30-4 p.m. 
cu ·ns & 01u;.-\'.\IZ.-\TIO:\S 
COMMITTEE I ! SOLIDARITY WITH PEOPLE OF 
EL SALY ADOR M EETIJ\'G: Sponsored by Student 
Political Forum. Monday. October 26. Room 206. 
Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m. 
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Opi.:n gaming and 
other events. Friday and Saturday. October 23-24. 
Hillsborough Sulli\an. Memorial Union. 6 p.m.-
closing. 
WOMEN'S CENTER: What is a Feminist'! All arc · 
welcome to drop by any time to write letters to legislator!->. 
This week: Human Life Amendment. Monda,·. October 
26. Room 134. Memorial Union. 7 p.m. -
CHESS CLUB MEETING: Open to all. Chc!->s 
c4uipmcnt prO\ided. Tuesday. October 27. Room 53. 
Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m. 
CO:\IPI TEH SEH\"l<JS 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee arc listed below. 
registration i!-> rc4uired. Call 862-3527 or !->top by Room 
2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 charge for nc.m-USN H 
pcr!->onncl. 
· TAPE HANOI.ING: Two-session course will show the 
, Yarious ways and means by which tape!-> arc made 
available to users. Monday and Wednesday. October 26 
and 28. Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m. Prc-re4uisites: Beginning 
Timc!->haring or equivalent k,~owledge. Course fee: $4. 
HELP SESSION: For individual help about specific 
problems. Tuesday. October 27: Stoke Cluster, 8-9:30 
a.m. 
BEGINNING SOS: Provide!-> instruction in creating and 
editing program and data file!-> ori the DECsystem 10 
using the SOS text. Tuesday. October 27. Stokc Clustcr. 
2-4 p.m. Pre-requisite: knowledge of timesharing 
c4uivalent to that covered in Beginning Timesharing. 
Course fee: $2. 
COl ":\SELI'.\(; & TES'IT\G. 
w ·EDNESDAY NITE SERIES WORKSHOP: Pit Falb 
in Close Relationships. Wednc!->day. October 28. 
Schofield House. 7 p.m. 
GE'.\Elt\L 
CR l.:W WOR K-/\-THON: Crcv.- club will work for you 
doing odd jobs and yard v. ork around your home. l\' o job 
i!-> too big or too !->mall. Saturday and Sunday. Octobcr24 
and 25. all dav. Gi,c us a call. 862-2031. 
JAZZ IM PROV I SA l ION WORKS HOP: Join "Charlie 
Jennison and 1--ricnds" for a jan workshop. Only for 
!->Crious jan musiciam. spon.sorcd by Eaton House. 
Crcati,c· Arts Mini Dorm . Monday. October 26. 
Hilbborough Sulli,an Room. Memorial Union. 4 p.m. 
( Abo. there v. ill be a pcrformancc v. ith Charlie Jcnnis~rn 
& 1--ricnds. that e,cn1ng Granite State Room. Memorial 
Union. 8 p.m. Admi!->!->ion: $2.50 at door only.) 
JOB BOARD: Between the caktcria and Strafford 
Room in the Memorial Union. Information i!-> being 
postL'd for students about job!-> .. l\ail.tblc in Durham and 
the scacoa!->f area and hov. to apply for them. 
OK"I OBERFEs·1: An c,cning of authentic German 
food. beer and music featuring the Ba,arian Holbrau 
Band. Spon:--ored by Nev. England Center Rcstauran1.-
hida\" and Saturday. October 23 and 24. New England 
Cente-r Restaurant. 6 p.m.--closing. Price of dinner rnrics. 
Re!->enations arc !->Uggcstcd. Please call 862-2815. 
NEW ENGLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE CHAMP-
IONSHIP: Qualifying ACU-1 tourneys for pool. table 
!->occcr. table tennis, , ·idco games. darts. chc:--s. 
back.gammon. and bowling. Open to all full time 
graduate and undergraduate students. Sponsored by 
Office of Student Acti,itiC!->. Competition will be held 
during the month of No,cmbcr. For more information 
and regi!->tration. !->top by Game!-> Room. Memorial 
Union. Rcgistration fee: U!->ually SI. 
COMMllTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE 
PEOPLE OF EL. SAI,VADOR: "El Sal\ador-
Rc,olution or Dcath." Film will benefit Salvadorcan 
refugee!->. Sponsored by Student Political Forum. 
Sunda\". October 25. Hilbborough Sulli,an Room. 
Mcn10i·ial Union. 7:30 p.m. 
EMS 201 i OFF SALE: 20c; off on all item!-> in the Fall 
EMS Catalog. For catalogs. order form!-> and detaib !->top 
by Room 129. Memorial Union. October 23-30. 
OK TOBER FEST: Featuring a buffet and German 
foods. a German folk dance. exhibition. and a da nee after 
until 2 a.m. Sponsored b.Y Marston Hou!->c. Friday. 
October 23. Mar!->ton House mini dorm. 7 p.m.-2 a.m . 
Admis!->ion: $2.50. 
TOSJ\'OM: Psychic and wholistic arts fe!->ti,al. Saturda~. 
October 24. Strafford Room. Memorial Union. I0a.m.-4 
p.m. Students: free: non-students: 50c:. 
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Sponsored by 
lll\'H Table Tennis Club. Mini Dorm Communit\" 
Go,·crnmcnt. and International Student Association-. 
Sunday. l\'mcmber I. Nev. Hampshire Hall !->tagc. 9 a.m . 
/\dmi~.sion : SI. Rcgi!->tration fee and deadline: SI. 
Octobt·r 28 (additional charge thereafter). 
F/\CUI.TY & STAFF BOWi.iNG: Sponsored by Office 
of Student Acti,·itic!->. [Yen Monday_ Game!-> Room. 
Mcmoria I Union. 6: 15-8: 15 p.m. -
CO-REC HOWl.ll'\G: Sponsored by Office of Student 
Acti, itic!->. E,cn' Tuesday. Games Room. Memorial 
Union. 7:30-9:3() p.m. 
MUSO FILM SERIES 
presents 
SUMMER OF 
A beautiful and enormously successful film of 
Herman Raucher's bestseller. Directed by 
Robert Mulligan. Gary Grimes stars as tile 
teenager on a New England island during the 
war years., and his deep infotuation with a 
22- year old neighbor., Jennifer O'Neil. 
Strafford Room, MUB 
Sunday, October 25th 
7:00 & 9:30 p.m. 
s I .00 at door or movie pass 
----OIL----
( continued from page 1) 
Riess said there may be leather 
and wood objects, and soft metals 
such as pewter, lead, and brass in 
their original condition in the 
shipwrecks. 
"Let's say we found one (a 
shipwreck) from the mid l600's 
and could determine its place of 
origin - we could get a handle not 
only about the fishing methods but 
also what the fishermen brought 
with them, their social position, 
and a better record than is written, 
of their culture," he said. "We 
could get occasional glimpses of 
the common man. This would be 
very well preserved - a time 
capsule .as it were. It would give us 
an idea of the state of the 
technology in minute detail." 
Riess warned the potential exists 
for off shore oil drilling to damage 
these sites "We have a lot to lose, 
information that may not be found 
eJ),ew11c:1e, .. Ile: ~aiu. 
In a telephone interview, Dick 
Wildermenn of the New York 
Office of the Bureau of Land 
Management said, .. We are 
regulated by the Historic 
Preservation Act. If they (the sites) 
are there, we have to preserve them 
Guidelines in the lea-ses require the 
leasee (the oil companies) to take 
certain actions. A geologic survey 
could require them to check on 
archeological resources and take 
precautions. This is done on a case 
by case basis." 
Bud Danenberger, the North 
Atlantic district supervisor for the 
Bureau of Land Management 
based in Hyannis said they 
"require the operators to do a high 
resolution geophysical survey with 
a sidescan sonar. If they see 
indication of any feature such as a 
shipwreck the operator would not 
be allowed to disturb it." 
Schuhmann said the sidescan 
will draw an accoustic picture of 
what is on the bottom, "but if it (a 
shipwreck) is underneath the sand 
it won't show." 
CROSB-Y---
( continued from page 3) 
been fascinated by languages. "If I 
could live my life over again, I'd 
learn seven or eight languages 
before the age of twenty-one." 
'Td like to go on taking Russian 
until I could learn to read it well. 
It's a great challen~e." 
The best 1contact 
of your life. 
Foran 
unforgetable fall. 
"Feel Safe" 90 day lOOo/c returnable fee. 
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved. 
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit. 
One year office visits. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
Complete eyeglass and 
eye examination services. 
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky, 
Optometrist. 
In-office service plan available 
123 Market Street, in the Historic District 
Portsmouth, NH 038m 16031436-1200 
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM . 
.. ' _(' - ' - I • • -• '"' • ; I l,,.,.i _· ... t -
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----NUCLEAR---
(continued from page 2) 
to remain anonymous says nuclear war is 
"inevitable: people don't build weapons 
to sit on shelves. There will be some 
nuclear exchange." The student was a 
field commander at Fort Bragge (North 
Carolina): "We trained with tactical 
(battlefield) nuclear weapons," he said. 
"Limited nuclear war 1s a very real 
possibility." 
Freshman William Reinstein and his 
family have been politically· involved 
with anti-nuclear power and arms 
proliferation activism. 
"Nuclear war is a distinct possibility," 
Reinstein said. He believes the answer to 
the nuclear dilemma is "the restart of 
SALT II" and, "eventually, a world 
congress for a non-nuclear future." 
Reinstein has an _ Alexander Haig 
target on his door. The reason, he said, it 
"he's too aggressive, not a mediator. Haig 
won't back down from any stances. He's 
a militarist, believes nuclear war could be 
won." 
Lori O'Neil, a Biology major, thinks of 
nuclear war, .. not a whole heck of a lot. 
It's not much of a possibility unless you 
get some real weirdo in power," she said. 
Another student referring to the Bible, 
said, "I think the world will end in a 
nuclear war because it talks about things 
like that in the Bible. In the Bible, fires 
continue that won't be put out." 
Other student responses such as: 
"Never heard of it, what's it about?"; and 
"I have no idea about this stuff" indicated 
some students are still uncertain of 
nuclear war's impact. 
Still other responses suggested a 
dismal outlook on the developing nuclear 
policy of our country. One student said 
that "if there was an exchange we'll be 
vaporized instantly," and another was 
equally pessimistic: "Before I die, we'll be 
in a war." 
Sltear Kreations 
~~din-k 
·Rte. 4 and Rte. 125 
(Above the Pharmacy) 
Redken Products 
UNISEX HAIRSTYLING~ 
WALK IN SERVICE OR APPT. 





I DINNERS I 
All served with pota/U, ,·egetahle, 
and homemade hread. 
Specials Until October 29th: 
I SANDWICHES.\ 
A II served on · hon;imade 
bread or rolls. 
cube steak with 
pork pie sN.S_ 2.29 
salmon pie 2:99.. 2.4~ 
peppers & onions 
cube steak on a bun 
sl .64 
fried clam plate 3:9-6. 2.99 
fried haddock plate 2 59 2:-99.. 
roast lamb, stuffing, 
mint jelly 















2 . /9 
1.59 
western (egg, ham, & onion) 










I 005l Lur key, Stuffing 
meat loaf 
IDESSERTS I 
homemade pie of the day 
grapenut pudding (homemade) 
ice cream, per scoop 
hot fudge sundaes 
(DRINKS I 
tonic 
.79 · coffee 
.79 tea 
.25 milk 
.89 hot chocolate 
I SIDE ORDERS I 
trench fries .55, .85, & 1. 35 
.25 & .45 
.25 & .45 
.25 & .45 
.25 & .45 
.45 
Only 6 Miles From Campus! 
Good Food 
Rte. 125, Barrington. 2 miles No: from Lee Traffic Circ le 
Owners: Thomas & Doris Saulnier 
Hours: 6 days 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Clo!',ed Sunday 
~---_-____________________________________________ 11111!_!11!_!1'_~~----------------------:.-_-:.-.-----------------:.-.. --• .... ====================================================:..  
THE TIN PALACE 
'\:._ FOOD & DRINK 7 
NEW in our Fireplace Lounge ... 
Live Entertaintnent! 
Oct. 17 & 24 Bob Laflerty 
solo guitarist 
Oct. 31 & Nov. 7 Island Side 
calypso sound, steel drums & Reggae 
Wednesday is ... Ladies Night 
free rose to each lady 
Having a party? 
Our function room is available for 
groups of 10-70. Plan early for 
your Christmas parties! 
This Week's Breakfast Special 
Two Eggs, Bacon, Toast, 
and Home Fries 
81.65 
presents 
The 3rd and Largest 
Psychic artd Wholistic Arts 
Festival 














Sat. Oct. 24, 10-4 p.m. 
Strafford Rm. MUB 
Students: Free Non-Students:50¢ 
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Editorial 
Alchohol use: a sobering thought 
How serious . is the drinking problem on 
campus and what measures should be used to 
keep it under contra\? 
So far, the Administration seems to be taking a 
low-key effort in its approach in dealing with 
drinking on campus. This is to be commended, 
for wild-eyed hysteria about drunken students 
destroying the fabric of the University is µeither 
true nor needed. 
Alcohol use has always been prevalent at 
UNH, and at times it seems close to 100 percent 
of the student body is drinking, instead of the 97 
percent fi{!Ure mentioned last week by Dan 
Gaivey, associate dean of students. 
Tailgaiting parties at Homecoming, fraternity 
, and sorority functions, nights at the MUB Pub, 
barhopping in Durham on the weekend and 
having a quiet beer or two after flunking an exam 
is an integral part of the campus scene. 
There is nothing wrong about the above 
alcohol use, but there is something wrong when 
the school parking lots are littered with' broken 
glass on_Monday mornings, the restrooms in the 
MUB are smashed after a busy night or when 
drunken students lean out of windows 
screaming obscenities and throwing cups of 
beer at pedestrians. 
Last week,- Dean of Student Affairs Gregg 
Sanborn said that the alcohol problem on 
campus was a serious one and he said there are 
-"better ways and educational ways to answer the 
increasing problem of alcohol." 
But what methods would work? 
There'~ gn open container ordinance in 
Durham, kegs have been outlawed in dorm 
rooms, and it's now harder to hold an outdoor 
party in Durham, yet the drinking goes on. 
The only other alternative for the 
Administration would be to enact some type of· 
education program. _But it's doubtful how 
effective such a program would be. Students are 
notorious for rejecting education programs, 
especially for something as personal as drinking. 
Most students cut down on their alcohol 
consumption on their own, for one reason or 
another. They realize that there's more to life_ 
than Friday night parties, or seeing how long it 
takes to drink a six pack, or staying up to see the 
sun rise with a bottle of Jack Daniels in their 
'hand. 
Drinking is expensive, it can take up a lot of 
time, and some students just get tired of waking 
_ up with hangovers on the morning of a big exam. 
For any matter, a decision to cut down or even 
stop drinking is u personal one, a decision the 
students here have to make on their own. 
More restrictive drinking policies 
I 
or 
educational prqgrams won't work. Drinking at 
UNH is too ingrained to be dislodged like that 
The drinking will stop when the students 
decide to stop. 
--B.D. 
... OKAY, KIDS' ~ow 11-IIS 
NEXT STORY IS CALLEO 
Senate 
To the Editor: 
Time fcir a new image'! The members 
of the Student Senate have been 
working hard for the past three years to 
bring themselves into credibility with' 
the administration. To do this. the 
Senate has strived to establish 
procedures and bring its own house 
into an ordered structure. One of our 
own· country\ greatest statesmen said 
that "a house divided unto itself cannot 
stand." Without knowing what his or 
her place is and the duties and powers 
granted within that house arc. how can 
the Senate represent the students 
within the University\ s.ystcm'? 
The seven. not eight as reported in 
your editorial. committees of the 
Senate arc each assigned to deal with a 
specific aspect of the U nivnsity\ 
system and report their findings back 
to the full Senate. As I have stated 
above. each committee must, know its 
own purpose before being able to 
'"aodress issues of general student 
concern." We must reali1.e that 
"solutions" to some specific problems 
arc beyond the powers of the Senate. 
having been rcser\'cd as powers of the 
Administration by authority of the 
Board of Trustees. The power of the 
Senate is. as you reported. tp '"act as a 
strong representative of student 
needs." By working within its 
established structure. the Senate can 
achieve this goal. 
It is the Scnatc\job to be the mice of" 
the students. It is The New 
Hampshire's job to be the \·oicc to the 
students. This paper is without a doubt 
the best if not the only source of 
campus news to the student 
population. What happened to the "In 
the Senate" column'? Has the staff of 
The Ne1r Hampshire acti\cly sought 
out information from the committees 
assigned to study the problems of 
parking. library. housing. or budget'! 
The Senate has answers to all four of 
the questions )'OU ask. Why don't you 
assign reporters to cover these stories'! 
You'll find that they arc addressing 
each of these concerns. A good reporter 
docs not expect news to drop into his 




To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to the article 
on Cool-aid ( .. Cool-aid Eases Thirst 
for Advice") which appeared in the 
Friday. October 16th issue of The New 
Hampshire. 
I feel I was misquoted throughout 
the article. Some were relati\·cly 
innocuous misquotes which I will 
refrain from making aY1 issue over. 
However. there were two points which 
'' 1'180 : THE Y£AR 
THAT NEVER WAS'~/ 
I feel warrant some mention. 
First, I was misquoted as saying that 
callers arc referred to other sources in 
"practically every case." This is not so . 
Although we do maintain an extensive 
information and referral service. not all 
problems necessitate making use of the 
resources. That is not to undermine the 
importance or usefulness of our 
resources. rather to put its actual use in 
a more realistic perspective. 
Secondly. I was misquoted as saying, 
"It's neat when I can bring my own 
experiences into use and help other 
people." There is an essence Qf truth in 
this. but I certainly did not word it like 
that! The message I attempted to get 
across is that. first of all. as Cool-aid 
members we are trained not to let our 
personal values and experiences 
interfere with the caller's problem. 
Secondly. there arc times. however. 
when our own personal experiences 
may be similar to what the caller is 
struggling with. It is this similarity that 
may be useful in helping us toward 
greater empathy with the caller. In this 
sense. our own experience is valuable in 
helping the caller. 
In closing. I would just like to 
reiterate Cool-aid\ function as a crisis 
intervention and referral scr\'icc. We 
arc open 7 ·days week. Sunday-
Thursday. 6 p.m. midnight and Friday 
and Saturday 6 p.m . ...8 a.m. We listen. 
· We care. 862-2293. 
Louise Leaper 
COOL-All) 
The New Hampshire 
LONNIE BRENNAN. Editor-in-Chief 
JIM SINGER. Managing Editor 
JACKIE MacMULLAl\. l\ews Editor 
LARRY McGRATH. Sports Editor 
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GREG FLEMMING. Managing Editor 
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University Forum 
So long, Voyager II 
From the people who b,rought you catsup as a 
vegetable, now come~ a plan to practically wipe out 
NASA's unmanned space program. 
David Stockman and his group of merry axemen at the 
Office of Management and Budget want to cut NASA's 
budget another $367 million in 1982 and$ I. I billion by 
1983. 
On paper, these figures sound impressive. After all, all 
federal programs have to feel the pinch to help balance 
the budget. 
But the mindless bureaucratic wonders that populate 
OM B seem to ignore the fact that NASA's budget has 
already been declining over the past ten years. 
And out of the billions and billions that the federal 
government spends each year, NASA takes up less than 
one percent of the federal budget. 
Neverthelt>'-'- , the hulking neanderthaJ<; in Washington 
are proposing cuts in NASA's budget with all the grace 
and intelligence of a starving hyena: . 
--When Halley's Comet comes round in 1986, the 
United States won't be sending up a satellite to study this 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. But Western Europe, 
Japan, and the Soviet Union are already planning to send 
up spacecraft. 
---Data from other satellites that haven't been analyzed 
yet won't be, because money to fund such studies will be 
cut. 
---The only new mission currently being planned by 
NASA, the Galileo Jupiter probe, will be scrapped, in 
spite of the fact that more than $300 million has already 
been spent on it. The proposed project would be an 
orbiter around the solar system's largest planet and the 
first scientific probe into its atmosphere. 
---And to really cap things off, the Voyager II 
spacecraft. which along with the Voyager I sent back 
Shed the shackles 
Perhaps I am using the controversial issue of CARP as 
a tool to implement other ends. Nevertheless. it gives me 
the opportunity that I have thus far found wanting. 
Mr. Wyckoff. you made a pertinent point in your 
rebuttal to my letter. Perhaps I went too far and 
exaggerated the affect of CAR P's denial. But I must ask 
you. what arc the requirements for recognition as a 
student organi1ation? Who decides the criteria? And how 
many organizations go on "trial" before .they arc 
admitted or refused? 
I don't have the answers to these questions. Obviously I 
could if I desired them for surely they arc available. But 
for the point that I am trying to make. they aren't 
necessary . And that point is similar to Bill Carey's in 
Friday's Forum . Namely. that CARP was "guilty" and 
refused before it went on trial. The atmosphere of 
emotion was the judge and jury. 
CARP was the victim of one of the oldest political 
games in history. Namely, by accusing your opponent of 
"this" or "that" not only do you put him on the deknsi\'C. 
incredible pictures and data from Jupiter and Saturn, 
would be turned off. Never mind that it will be going past 
Uran us in 1986 for our first close-up look of that planet, it 
will be shut down, along with other probes that are still 
operating in space. · 
What if Stockman and his ilk had been alive back in 
1492, rowing in a boat after Christopher Columbus'? , 
"Uh, Chris, hate to·tell you this, "Stockman might have 
said, "but the Queen decided she has to balance the 
budget by 1495 so she wants her jewels back. Sorry about 
that." 
For the miniscule amount ~f money the space program 
and related agencies have gotten over the years, the 
benefits have been enormous. 
Weather can now be predicted with a degree· of 
certainty, thanks to weather satellites, and geologists now 
know where to look for oil and minerals. with the help of 
satellites that map the earth's surface. 
Practically the only major industries in the United 
States that have enjbyed major growth during the past 
decade has been the computer and micro-chip industries. 
Those industries were born from the space program, 
when NASA scientists realized they had to design 
instruments and computers small enough to fit into 
spacecraft. Calculators that used to cost $200 and were 
half as big as a desktop now cost about $5 and can be fit 
into a wristwatch. 
Those are a few of the benefits the space program has 
given us. • 
How about defense'? Have the billions spent over the 
years made this country any safer'? Not according to the 
present administration, which advocates spending more 
money on the B-1 bomber, the MX missle and the 
neutron bomb. 
How about social services'! Have the billions spent on 
which deprives him of the opportunity to express the 
merits of his cause, but you also subjugate his possible 
adhereers. ( Who truly manipulated who?) 
I have made many acquaintances since my arrival in 
Durham three years ago. But few have bee_n as pleasant 
and interesting as my most recent. The name is a common 
one. Michael Tillman. He is one of the most articulate, 
intelligent. down to earth students I have ever met. 
But you say, He Is A Moonie!! ! Perhaps. At any rate, if 
I allowed public opinion to dictate my course of action. I 
would have shunned Tillman the moment I saw his face 
on the front page of the paper two weeks ago. And in so 
doing. deprived myself not only of a precious friendship. 
as all friendships are, but also of a valuable bit of 
experience; namely that public opinion can never be 
relied upon as an indicator of truth. Tillman is far from 
being brainwashed. And so far I ha\c retained my"power 
or reason.,, 
America is suppose to be the country where anyone can 
be whatever they choose to be. I often negate this. There 
Leaves and bombers in the air 
The people of Durham go slowly about their business. 
T-Hall rings one o'clock. A Kari-Van rumbles away. 
Laughing female students walk nonchalantly past the Tin 
Palace . 
. The autumn air seems to crackle and pleasantly pricks 
the skin. It smells of leaves and earth. Scattered cumulus 
clouds stick out in the sky. 
A distant, wailing noise sounds in the air. The volume 
increases as the shiny fighter-bomber rockets from the 
East towards Durham. 
It seems to glide over the town effortlessly, as if 
propelled by the air itself. Its missiles and wings glisten in 
the rays of the sun. 
The plane passes over the Field House and turns south 
towards Boston leaving a faint stream of brown fumes 
under the rolling clouds. 
A work of technological brilliance; a beautiful flying 
machine; a soaring mark of America's strength; a symbol 
of security. 
On a different level, the plane is simply a machine of 
war carrying weapons of war. Its function: protect, 
attack. kill the enemy. 
It exists as the result of the inherently human necessity 
for war--the same concept; just a more advanced, 
sophisticated machine of war. 
And yet. in all its sophistication. it is still a 
conventional war machine with conventional weapons; 
regular missiles and modern machine guns, explosives 
and big bullets. 
What about the "strategic" ones, the big ones, the ones 
_ we try to think really don't exist, the ones that can really 
change the way things are? 
We are told the big ones can kill us all in a day or two. 
But how could they ever be unleashed'? 
When military leaders on both sides talk about limited 
nuclear war--our missile silos for theirs, an eliminated 
city here, an eliminated city there, Washington for 
Moscow--are we supposed to believe they are serious'? 
When they say their side would come out a winner in a 
nuclear war, are we expected to believe them? Isn't this 
just military rhetoric? · 
These are rational men with consciences and · souls. 
They have children and wives. The possibility of such 
hideous, instantaneous, widespread death must scare 
them too. They know they have the responsibility to be 
wise and prudent with their god-like destructive power. 
But they are military men. War is their ideology. War is 
their business. To them, war solves problems, settles 
disputes. It contains aggressors and extends borders. It is 
the ultimate, necessary political tool. 
We now just happen to have extremely powerful 
weapons--but they are still weapons. 
Some argue that countries don't build weapons that 
Brendan DuBois 
food stamps and welfare benefits drastically reduced the 
number of poor people in this country? 
NASA could thrive and expand on a small percentage 
of the money that is wasted each year for military and 
welfare· programs. 
Like it or not, the troglodytes in Washington have to 
realize that our future is in space. We live on a planefwith 
a closed cycle of resources and energy. In the near future, 
we'll be running out of both of them. 
In space, there's plenty of energy, if we can work on a 
way to harnesss the sunlight and beam its power to earth. 
In space, there's plenty of metals in the asteroids, if we 
can work on a way to mine the ore and bring it back to 
earth. 
There are people who say that we should devote our 
money and time to solving the problems on earth before 
we go into space. : -
But would less than one percent ot the federal buctget 
make that big a difference? · 
There are also people who say that there are no 
advantages in the space program. These persons 
probably had ancestors who grumbled about Queen 
Isabella's funding of Columbus's voyage. 
Scientist and writer Jerry Pournelle once said, about 
the riches and knowledge available to us in space, "It's 
raining soup and we haven't figured out a way to make 
buckets yet." 
Thanks to the Reagan Administration, we ?night not 
even have the money to do that. 
Brendan Du Bois is a senior English major and a 
former managing editor of The New Hampsh.ire. He has 
been following the progress of the space program for 
years, and hopes to eventual~v buy a ticket for a space 
shuttle .flight. 
Jim Emond 
is no true freedom in a country filled with fearful 
followers. The downward forces are as effective as 
"elsewhere." Conformity.is as effective as a gun. Perhaps 
c\'cn more so. For \n the latter the enemy is visible. the 
former it is disguised:ln the latter it is an irrefutable foe. 
the former a false friend. 
In a society where everyone has the right and freedom 
to their opinion. most arc afraid to voice it. Where there is 
freedom to differ. the need and desire to be accepted will 
take precedence. forcing most to conform. making. that 
freedom irrelevant. 
So many merely live in the opinion of others, and often 
with no realization of it. Stand up my friends and shed 
those shackles! Freedom was never meant to be Free. The 
price often paid is a lonely traverse down an untrodden 
path. But your solitary sojourn will be justified, for 
"TRUTH" lies at the end of your travel. 
Jim Emond is a junior in 1he Political Science Dept. 
11·i1h an interest in political journalism. 
Xavier Cronin 
they do not plan to use. Perhaps. 
But what soµnds_more alarming, and carries a more 
realistic possibility is the unleashing of a nuclear device 
by a terrorist group or, in the near future, by South 
Korea, Taiwan, Pakistan, or Iraq, all of whom are 
currently working on the development of a bomb. One 
exchange might prompt another nuclear exchange. 
Nuclear exchange? It seems inconceivable. The short 
film clips we occasionally see on TV of the collosal, 
colorful, bursting foam of fusion energy brings the reality 
to our eyes. But these are only tests. 
Durham sleeps except for one policeman and one 
rookie policewoman. There is a radiant full moon that 
beams brilliant night brightness. The cosmic haze of the 
Northern Lights rests in layers under' the twitching stars 
of the North. From nowhere, a shooting star plunges into 
nowhere. 
In the distance, there is a steady roar. It gets louder and 
louder until the sound becomes frightening. Gigantic 
engines in flight pass over the unconscious town. The B-
52's are patrolling the unsafe heavens . 
Xavier A. Cronin is a junior English major at UNH and 
plays drums to relieve his tensions. 
What ever happened to the women's movement, the anti-nuclear movement, the pro-nuclear movement, 
etcetera, etceter_a? If you 're out there, we need to hear from you. 
Write to UNIVERSITY FORUM care of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
; ,. .. ~. ,,, , 
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Arts & Features 
UNH pulls off Mikado with a fine how de do 
By Todd Irvine twists in every scene), and if Tit-wil.low" showed his full range, 
The Mikado opened Tuesday handled well, it's unforgettable. as the audience watched him 
night in the Johnson Theater. This production of The Mikado become the best actor in the show. 
Doing anything by Gilbert and tried to handle the score as well as Stanton and Carberry hit a level 
Sullivan is rough. There just isn't keep the story interesting, and to . in the beginning and maintained it 
anything compar,4¼ble to the· its credit managed to pull them throughout the show, rather than 
operettas on the modern stage. both off. Not easily, necessarily-- work upward as Dunbar ~did. 
And for college students, it's but they did it. Stanton is an able actor and a good 
especially difficult. I almost thought they weren't tenor, although he is not quite 
Add to that the fact that The going to make it. After the first act, strong enough to handle some of 
Mikado isn't just any Gilbert and I felt disappointed. The script is as; the notes in Nanki-Poo's part. This 
Sullivan operetta. It is their most fresh and funny today as it was is an extremely difficult role to 
famous, and perhaps their best. when the show originally opened, . sing, and to his credit, he did 
Should one worry about the but the actors weren't living up to admirably. 
acting and leave the singing on it's its potential. The show began Carberry's voice is impressive, 
own? Or concentrate on the vocal weakly with an anemic Chorus of but her acting is limited. She was 
score . and let the acting waste . Noble Lords, and limped along wonderful when she could blend 
away? Or try to 1.-0V~I both? until the entrance of Katisha put U Into a mau1ig<1l Ul uuct, .iuu when 
The Mikado revolves around a spark of life into the finale of the she sang her solo, "The Sun, 
love triangle: Ko-Ko, the Lord first act. Whose Rays Are All Ablaze," but 
High Executioner, Nanki-Poo, a After the intermission, it was as in the scenes she was overpowered 
wandering second trombone, and if a new cast was performing. by Stanton. We never saw what 
Yum-Yum, the girl they both love. Characters that had been flat made Ko-Ko · and Nanki-Poo so 
Yum-Yum is Ko-Ko's ward, and as became three-dimensional. Lines much in love with her. 
the play begins, she is preparing to that would have failed in Act I · Lynn ( Katisha) Parsons was 
marry him: Then Ko-Ko receives were right on target. Act 2 stormed easily the high point of the show. A 
word that he must execute in a like the cavalry and proceeded powerful actress, as well as the best 
somebody--or . else. Who should to save the show. singer in the company, she almost 
happen along but Nanki-Poo, As the cast grew, so did its made the show worthwhile by 
ready to kill himselfifhecan't have leader. herself. The seduction scene 
Yum Yum. Nanki-Poo volunteers Ko-Ko is Peter Dunbar's fifth · between Ko-Ko and Katisha near 
to be executed if he can marry role on the Johnson stage, a place the end of the play was the funniest 
Yum-Yum for a month. What where he has always·made himself of the show. In "With Aspect Stern 
nobody knows is that Nanki-Poo appear at home. One of the more And Gloomy Stride," the finale of 
is the son of the Mikado, the disappointing things about Act act one, she was stronger and more 
Emporer of Japan. Nanki-Poo One was the fact that Dunbar energetic than the entire chorus. 
disguised himself as a musician to didn't seem to ~are about what he Paul Brent Howes was also 
escape a date at the altar with was doing. He climbed up to the wonderful as Pooh-Bah, a man 
Katisha. When Katisha and the top of the hill, but never pushed with as many titles as relatives on 
Mikado come to Titi.pu looking for himself over. Songs like "Behold- his family tree. In all his functions, 
Nanki-Poo,complicationsabound. The Lord High Executioner" and . . D • h t ) - from chancellor of the Exchequer 
The Mikado is a colorful. "As Some Day It May Happen" Peter Dunbar plays Ko-Ko m The M1kado."(~tephen av1s p o o. to Police Commissioner, he was 
spectacular show, with witty were good, but they could have How-de-do!" As Ko-Ko cavorted cam~ alive. He kept t_he audience the perfect foil for Ko-Ko, and 
dialogue and a very bright, well been better. around the stage with Nanki-Poo capllvated through five encores. a_!lyone else who happened along. 
known score. It is extremely His turning point came early in (Chuck Stanton) and Yum~Y_um Nun:iber~ like "Se~, How ~~e _Fates 
complicated (there are new plot the second act with "Here's A (Cathy Carberry), Dunbar v1s1bly Their Gifts Allot and Willow, MIKADO, page 12 
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Get lost • Ill College Woods • • • hut only if you want to 
By Virginia Walter 
If you have ever been to the UN H College Woods, you 
know it's an easy place to get lost in (or get your friends 
lost in). ' 
Perhaps you also know that it's a good place to lose 
yourself - forget about homework, your roommate's 
loud stereo, and your parents' Thanksgiving Dinner 
(which you dread). It's a good place to forget who you're 
supposed to be, and remember who you are. 
And, if you really love wo6dlands, grew up in them (as 
I did) and learned to wander them alone on days when 
other people seemed too loud, too irritable, or just too 
tiring, perhaps you've been determined to keep College 
Woods as much of a secret as you can. After all, if 
someone really wanted to find them - they would, and 
you're convinced there are some people who should never 
find them. Besides, there are some things no one should 
have to share. 
Until recently, paths through the 261 acre College 
Woods formed a maze of interconnected trails that could 
boggle the mind of nearly any less than seasoned 
woodsperson. Your· friends haven't dared to go there 
without a guide. and those you've promised to take are 
always assured that next weekend you'll have time. But 
now, not only is there a map of Coilege Woods available 
(to anyone) at the University Bookstore, but there is also 
an established interpretive trail that leads the way 
through much of the woods, with markers pointing out 
e\'idences of \'arious natural phenomena. (such as a 
hurricane in 1938. which damaged a large number of the 
older trees), and the largest tree in the woods .. th_e Paul 
Bunyan Tree. after which the trail is named. 
It takes only a half an hour to an hour to walk along the 
trail. and it provides a good introduction (or re: 
introduction) to what College Woods has"to offer the 
lover of woods and silence. 
If you are one of the people who thinks of College 
Woods in the possessive first-person singular (mine). 
you're probably not too hapy about this news. It means 
more people. less 4uict. and more signs of _intrusion 
(namely. trash). But perhaps you should think of it this 
way: College Woods is a resource for the entire 
community. and a resource that is under-utilized . The 
more people that use it. the greater the resource it is. Or. 
as Uni\'ersity Woodlands Manager Northam Parr puts it. 
"The highest number of people~ ho could sec and use the 
area in a non-consumpti\'e way, would be the greatest use 
of College Woods." 
I wasn't cominced either. But I had to start feeling a 
little bit selfish \\hen he explained that the best way to 
"get people\ head:,, straight about why some areas should 
be preserved as natural areas," i_s by exposing them to 
these areas. After all, who ever said I was one of the select 
few who has enough respect for nature to put trash in my 
pocket, instead of on the ground. Any idiot can do that. 
If I put a fence all the way around College Woods, and 
made it "mine," then no one would be any more educated 
about woodlands, nor would anyone be able to share the 
feeling of respect and awe I get from ~pending time in the 
woods. And me? I'd be so busy making sure no one else 
crossed that line, I wouldn't have time to enjoy t~em. 
Even though your friends have probablyalreadvtound 
the woods, and the trail, without your help, maybe you 
can show them the parts they haven't seen ( the ones that 
are still a maze of trails that even you could get lost in). 
Oh. yes - and for those of you who have been waiting 
for your roommate or your friends to show you the path 
they've been promising to - drop by the bookstore and 
pick up a brochure (including a map of College Woods, 
and a description of points along the interpretive trail) 
and go exploring on your own. It's a pleasure you won't 
want to miss. 
COLLEGE WOODS 
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!.~1.G~lli' s impressions sizzle out of date 
doing his new 1mitat1ons, such as 
Carl Sagan, whom he depicted as 
an alien creature, and his '"safe" 
material. Nixon and Lyndon 
Johnson were included in his act 
along with "Fantasy Island" 
characters Tattoo (Herve 
Villachaize) and Mr. Rourke 
( Ricardo Montalban). 
David Frye is a .. pop" artist. 
Like painter Andy Warhol, Frye 
imitates contemporary life. 
Warhol paints Campbell soup 
cans, Frye spoofs television 
commercials and politicians. Both 
crafts require a sense of what is 
interesting to the public. 
Warhol looks beyond the 
everyday use and doesn't let you 
take things fot granted. Frye 
mistreats and abuses his subjects. 
In his irreverance lies his comedy. 
His short, dumpy body, clad in 
brown polyester does not give an 
indication of the sharpness of his 
satire. He looks more like a deli 
owner than a stand-up comic. For 
16 years Frye has been a 
professional performer. Tuesday's 
show netted him $2700. 
The disheveled comedian 
spanned a lot of time, but the focus 
of his routine took away from the 
material. It is hard to keep up with 
the "revolving door" of political 
life and television stardom, but in a 
• business dependent on current 
events, he must stay current. 
-MIKADO-
< continued from page 11) 
He took great, comic delight in 
lording over everyone he could. 
Except, or course, the Mikado. 
Frye began his career in New 
York. "I went out and did talent . 
shows in the Village. The 
Improvisation (a comedy club) 
especially. Woody Allen, Bill 
Cosby, Richard Pryor and George 
Carlin were there at the same 
time," he said. 
(Tim Lorette photo) 
The Mikado (Scott Wilson) is 
the. character who motivates 
everyone else's actions in the play. 
Despite this, it is a relatively small 
part. Wilson, another performer 
familiar with the .Johm:on, was 
disappointing. He drifted through 
the show with little . energy, 
laughing badly and trying to think 
Frye thrives on Republicans. 
Former President Richard Nixon 
made him a comedy star worthy of 
appearing on the Tonight Show, 
and now Frye has Nixon in the 
news again (Anwar Sadat's funeral 
and the AW ACS sale contro-
versy). . . 
His Ronald Reagan imitation 
works well, too. 
.. God bless America, land that I 
love," Reagan said in his opening 
remarks of the Carter-Reagan 
debate, until interrupted by 
"Walter Cronkite," who remarked 
that everyone already knew the 
song. 
Frye looked tired, possibly 
because he's in the recovery stages 
of the lack of interest in politics at 
the popular level during Jimmy 
Carter's and Gerald Ford's terms 
as President. The radical change to 
the right in Washington nas 
spurred new interest in Frye's form 
of comedy. 
"It never went out of vogue," 
Frye said afterward of his style, 
"Occasionally there is an 
assassination or other tragic event 
that makes it tough to do comedy. 
I lost one of my impressions last 
week when Sadat got assass'inated. 
"It's just.easier for me to do his 
(Reagan's) voice than, say, Ford. 
Ford was the bummer of all time to 
imitate. He just didn't come 
across." 
To Frye politicians are 
buffoons, commercials are 
ridiculous and actors are people 
.. cashing in" on their stardom. 
Reagan shakes and needs a hearing 
aid, Carter is a self-proclaimed 
incompetant, and Jimmy Stewart 
uses his name to sell .. killer" tires 
(Firestone 500). 
.. Put them on a Pinto and kiss 
your . ass good-bye," Frye's 
.. Stewart" said. 
The voice imitations are only 
part of his act. Frye writes all of his 
own comedy material and 
constantly changes it, working in 
new characters and jokes. His 
routine was funny; skits involving 
George C. Scott as Alexander 
Haig and one depicting Reagan as 
Count Dracula "biting old and 
poor people on the neck and 
sucking them dry" were especially 
funny and hard-hitting. 
He got hung up on the paper on 
which his many jokes are recorded 
and twice got himself lost while 
turning pages . 
The seer .et of a good 
impressionist is "becoming the 
person" according to Frye. His 
gestures and facial contortions 
brought out an image of the figure 
imitated. The voice sounded closer 
of what to do next. Similarly lost 
to the actual person's once Frye's was Michael Boyle as Pish-Tush: 
eye and facial gestures, though The show on a whole was very 
exaggerated, were in motion. good. Where some of the 
"I don't really try to look like all principles had trouble, the others 
the people I do," Frye said. "I try to were there to help them out. 
'become' the person. When people Although the Chorus was 
think you're the character, they'll · occasionally ragged, it managed to 
listen to you no matter what you hold its own, especially in the two 
say." f inales. The show was nicely cast. 
The crowd was made up moStly While some of the actors didn't live 
of students and some of Frye's up to the potential of their roles, 
mater i a 1 dated him· T O there was no one who seemed 
compensate for this, a five minute · completely out of place. 
film depicting Nixon and other The set was simple and effective, 
politicians of the late 1960s and and the lighting (by Rick 
early 1970s was shown. Sylvestro) was very subtly done. 
The film was acompanied by Any more would have ruined the 
Frye singing Frank Sinatra's "My delicate imagery, and any Jess 
Way" in Nixon's voice and jokes wouldn't have been functional. 
like a clip of Vice President Spiro The costumes (designed by 
Agnew accompanied by the lyrics Katherine Jacobs) were well done, 
"Mistakes, I've made a few" were with only an occasional curiosity 
lost on the younger audience (Wy-So's plaid kimono gave me 
members . 
h b 
paus_· e for a minute_). 
Frye seemed caug t etween 
(Last of fit,e articles) · sexual Harassment: 
-A Hidden Issue 
UNH Policy and Procedures 
All students should be aware of University policies that have been established to protect them from sexual 
harassment. Listed are the Trustee's Policy Statement on Sexual Harassment; the Preface of the Student's 
Grievance Procedures; and the Respect for Others student rule. These are the primary statements about 
sexual harassment concerning students which guarantee your rights at UNH. 
Policy Statement on Sexual Harassment of Students 
The Board of Trustees of the University System of New Hamp,shire shall not 
tolerate any behavior by administrators, faculty or staff which constitutes sexual 
harassment of a student. For the purposes of this policy, sexual harassment of a 
student will be defined as: 
1. Unwelcome sexual advances, 
2. Reque~ts for sexual favors, and / or 
3. Other verbal or physical conduct or written communication ot an mt1m1aaung, 
hostile, or offensive sexual nature. 
where: 
1. Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or 
condition of the student's status in a course, program, or activity: 
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by a student is used as a basis for 
academic or other decisions affecting such student: or 
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with a student's 
education experience or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive academic 
environment. 
Students will be provided the use ofa student grievence procedure. All faculty, start, 
and administrators will be held accountable for compliance with this policy: violations 
may lead to disciplinary action to include suspension or termination. 
Rule 12.5-3 Respect for Others 
None of the following actions will be tolerated: 
-sexual harassment 
-sexual assault 
Any of these actions may result in dismissal or in any lesser penalty deemed 
appropriate to the act. *See page 14 of the Righrs and Rules handbook for the 
complete wording of the Respect for Others rule. 
Grievance Procedures 
Preface A formal grievance may be filed any time a degree candidate or 
special student believes that his her rights. as outlined in the Declaration 
of Rights and Responsibilities. have been ~·iolated. Grievances may arise 
O\er sexual harassment or alleged discrimination on the basis of race. 
color. religion, veterans status, sex. age. national origin or handicap. 
However. each student and faculty member, administrator or staff 
member has an obligation to make every effort to resolve problems · 
informally as they arise. All members of the University community are 
urged to resolve problems fairly and informally so that they do not 
become sources of g·rievance procedure. If a suitable solution cannot be 
reached informally through independent means. which may include 
consultation with staff members of the Affirmative Action Office, Dean 
of Students Office or Vice President for Student Affairs Office, a formal 
grievance may be initiated. 
It is expected the formal grievance procedure will commence with Step 
I in each case. However. because of the the private and sensitive nature of 
sexual harassment and possibly _certain other incidents, an aggrieved 
student may choose a third party mediator (from the campus panel of 
trained mediators and coordinated by the Director of Affirmative 
Action) to help resolve such a complaint on an informal basis. Such 
mediation activities shall continue for a perfod of no more than 30 class 
days or until resolution is achieved if that is less. Should such resolution 
efforts fai-t in addressing these issues. the student may initiate the formal 
griC\'ance procedure at Step II. 
* For camp/ere derails of rhe srudenr griemnce procedure and ho1r rv 
iniriare each .Hep of rhe process. see rhe Rights and Rules handbook. 
pages 24-25. 
Sponsored by the Dean of Students Office in conjunction .with: 
Affirmative Action Office 
C_ommissiion on the Status of Women 
Counseling and Testing Service 
Cool Aid 
Office of Residential Life 
------· 
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Relaxed Italian Dining 
De/Rossi's Celebrates . The Harvest Season 
Weekend Specials 
Friday and Saturday Nites 
*Shrimp Scampi $8.50 . 
with vegetable of the day 
*Del Rossi's Chicken $4.50 
with Ziti 
Lunch 
Mon-Fri: 11:30 - 2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
~,. . . Mo!l-Thurs.: 4:00-8:00 p.m . 
_. r~"'~ Fri & Sat.: 4:00-9:00 p.m. 





Have you made your 
appointment yet? 
Sign ups for Senior 
Portraits 
Mon. - Fri. 
· 10 am -3 pm 
2i Granite Office 
Rm 125MUB 
-Just 7 min. per sitting -: 
Don't delay make an 
appointment today 
~ __ __.!:c:10s!:e!.d 2~:o:o-::4::oo~d:ai:_ly----~S:!!~ 
ii.. 




paid typesetting positions-we train 
Production 
gain experience in magazine lay-out 
contact Marcia or Robert at the · 
student Press 
Rm. 153 mua 862-2486 
The New_ Hampshire Outing Club ·Presents: 
A SLIDE ·SHOW OF 
BIG WALL CLIMBING 
Ascents of El Capitian 
and Half Dome 
in Yosemite Valley, Calif. 
ALSO 
NEW ENGLAND ICE 
CLIMBING 
by Mike Brochu 
Oct. 27th, 7:00 .PM, Carroll-Belknap Rm. 
in the MUB . 
75rt members, $1.00 non-members 
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CLASSIFIED 
, ------J ~ I_Perso_nals ~Jr.:1-_ ~rtments for Rent _ -~ 
1 Room in 4 bed. house; IMMD. or Semll. 
Dover; K-Van; 135/mo. & util. Sue 749-
5191 10/30 
Roommate Wanted, Packers Falls Rd. 
Durham. 165/mo. 112/sec dep. Avail. 
Nov. 1. Contact Eric Higley 659-6140 
Rnnmm;:itP. Wanted: Professional or 
i:i_r:aduate student wanted to share house 
in Portsmo1a1th adJacent to !::itrawberry 
Banke with two others. Rent is $150 
monthly. Share one-third utilities. For 
more information: 436-7128. 
INTRAMURAL HOCKEY: Low prices on 
sticks & tape - Get your teammates (or 
others) together, and buy sticks in 
quantities and save. WHITE ATHLETIC 
TAPE - 90 rolls 1 "X 20 yards $65 .00 - 32 
rolls 1 ½" X 15 yds. $32.00. Call anytime 
Ask for Pete 659-6293 
Selling 1973 Datsun 610 Cheaol_ SomP. 
body work needed. All offers considered. 
Call evenings 431-2949 
CANNON LENS - Canon 135mm 
telephoto lens. Excellent cor:iditinn 
comes with case and filter. Call Mike at 2 
1 1 L'.j or 8ti8-9741, Rm. 309. 
For Sale By Owner - 1976 Ford E-150 
Econoline Van. 138" W.B. 300 cu" 6 
cylinder, Auto, PS, PB, 38,000miles, with 
Aux fuel tank - total capacity 42 gal. 15-16 
mpg. Captains chairs, CB radio, new 
battery, tires & exhaust well maintained. 
$3500 10/27 
1976 Chevette RLC 2 door, auto, 26 mpg, 
asking $1450.00 Call · 692-3389 
evenings. 
Fender Rhodes 73 Stage model -
Excellent shape - hardly used. $525 or 
Best reasonable offer. Call eves. at 659-
6060 
For Sale - 1976 Mercury Bobcat Station 
Wagon. White/tan 36,000 miles, new 
brakes, shocks, tires, battery - 1981, call 
M-F days 862-1822 evenings 868-
2655. $2000.00 
For Sale - '78 Ford Fiesta silver with Black 
S Stripes. 4-speed with tachometer -
glass sun roof, back windshield wiper, 
sport wheels. Will sell with AM-FM LED 
digital cassette deck. Asking 2,900 Firm. 
Call Chris 311 Hetzel 868-9833 or 2-
1614 10/27 
For Sale - Fuji 10-speed Bike. Brand new, 
25"frame, mens, $175.00 Firm, Call 868-
7598 after 3. 10/27 
For Sale: 1966 Chevy Nova. Good 
condition, runs well. New Carb and tune-
up. $550 or B.O. 
~H-elp w_anted_lrm 
SKIERS: Mak~ money during X-mas ~reak 
- New company offering un~que 
marketing opportunities for amb1tous 
sales oriented people. Call Sue at 868-
5399.11 /10 
Great earning potential through good 
nutrition. Call Mark at 742-5460. Keep 
trying or leave message. 
Rae, how's things? B.D. 
Deb, Congratulations on your election to 
exec. staff. We know you'll make a great 
spirit leader! From your other (better 
looking) staff members!! 
Hey Tomato ... Did you make it through the 
night? Take a bottle oLaspirin and call me. 
From U Know Who. 
Colleen and Nina, You two are the best! 
Happy Hour on Friday? You bet I'm 
psyched! signed the third perverteer. 
Fall into a career in Marketing: Come to 
WSBE Marketing Day Tues. Oct 27. 8:00-
5:00 McConnell Hall Rm. 212. Speakers 
on Retailing, Marketing, Management, 
Advertising, Product Management and 
Sales. 
Monette Wade - Surf's up! "Cowabunga" 
Got too cold, had to jam home to 
California. What c;1re you thinkin? 
Nothing? Sure. Hope you like Michelob. 
Of Course! Be good. I'll miss ya. Love, 
Mike. 
To the Women of HPt7PI ?nri - lt'c J,ind of 
late, but I want to thank you guys for being 
such terrific friends! I don't know how I 
would have made it without all your love 
and support. I know I can always count on 
you guys for anything! You're the 
greatest! Love ya kim XO 
HEY BENZ! Here's the personal you 
wanted! I want to thank you for being 
such a great roommate and extra special 
friend! I don't know what I'd do without 
you! Here's to a terrific rest of the year! 
Thanks for everything! Love ya, Kimba 
C.D. - MUCH - M.B. 
Hidden Talents? Display them at tsaocoCK 
Graduate Coffeehouse on November 8 at 
7:30 p.m. Graduate student performers of 
all types needed! Call Deb (86Z-2432) or 
Patty (862-3738) todav. 10/~0 
It sure was a fun party at B-5 Webster 
House until someone took my green, wool 
blazer. It's getting cold outside and I really 
need it back. Please return it to Webster 
House B-5 (if not, how about leaving the 
key chain at MUB Info desk) No questions 
asked. · 
Honey-As I told you ... beware of the 
personals! I'll always suprise you. Luv U, 
me. 
Janet: A happy (belated) birthday toast to 
all the wild and crazy times of the past 
(Doing Utica. Broken Cars, Wentworth 
Douglass. Vodka & More Vodka, Limes 
Clogging Wine Flasks, Baseball & Rain, 
Man and His Environment, and Contacts 
in Tissues) and an even more exciting 
future! Especially past December. Happy 
20th-Finally. Love, Laura. P.S. If you 
didn't get me so drunk Thurs. this would 
have made it in on your b-day! 
To Joe Phed-Word for the day, week. year, 
life : FRIENDSHIP. I love ya always-Ann. 
It's a Monster Mash!!!! Area II 
programming board presents a goulish 
gathering of mad monsters Friday, Oct. 30 
in the Strafford Room, MUS.Dance and 
costume contest. Admission, 75 cents. All 
students invited. 
Swain's Lake Road Race sponsored by 
the Children's Workshop on October 31, 
1981. Registration begins at 10:30on the 
day of the race. Please call 868-2920 for 
advance registration forms or if you have 
anv auestions. 10/ 30. 
DETERMINING YOUR MARKETABLE SKILLS 





that could be used 
employment 
Tuesday, October 27 
6:00-7:30 PM 
in future 
Hamilton Smith Hall - Room 212 
Career Program Sponsored ·by 
Career Planning & Placement Senrice 
J. Quinnie, alias Monkey Face ... a little 
brain damage never hurt your game. Too 
bad I can't say that about your "airs". Mr. 
"No" personality, Mini Muscl~s and 
Minus Mind. Just had to tell It as It 
is ... Ooooa ... Oooaa ... Oo ... · 
Syhrai, S.B. and George. GO HOME!! 
Cornman. 
Hey Dave S.-Where the heck is our 
personal? So what if Veronica does~'t 
think you're worth a quarter_. We re 
certainly worth a dollar I If we don t get our 
personal, you don't get your _cookies. 
Alexandria, Penelope, & Charity. P.~. 
Make it good! P.P.S. Veronica doesn t 
want to go to Burger King. 
Peter Lovett; I'm on top of your summit; I 
want your rhythm and blue; You drive me 
cuckoo; Your sweet little boo-boo. 
DMB and LMT-You two are the best little 
sisters ever! Let's enjoy this semester! Go 
nuts! Love, ALS. P.S. Thanx for breakfast! 
"Who did Peter Dixon take to Boston?"-
40-H-fantastic view-don't fall out-"Dad's 
apartment-a guided tour of the North End-
Central Park-Regina's-party of 40-My 
hands are heavy-waiting for Martha-
Marriage? .. . Are you crazy? ... I love you-
Globe's here-Hagen-daaz-There were 
throo i,"1 the bed ot1U the ~i~yltl 1y Utlt;; :,~hJ-
if Mom knew-20 minute mass-blood1_es-
sugar high-waiting for Martha again!-
"U.N.H ."-yeah, CREW-HOCR-tailgate-an 
UMPIRE!!-at least we got the picture of 
Boston-warm beer?-I wish we could go 
back .. 
Joe Snow-CONGRATS on fifth place!!-lt 
was good to see you smile again. We'll get 
our dance some day ... l do understand 
your first love and dedication and it's 
great to see it pay off. Maybe we can 
squeeze in time for a cup of coffee_some 
day ... see ya in "THE" hallway-a d_ed1c~ted 
crew groupie and old friend (alias, the 
phantom"). 
Next week's deep sea fishing expedition 
has been cancelled. In its place the local 
Fisherman will be having a clambake. 
Events will include: lobe tugging, a three 
legged race, a troucing contest (bring_ your 
own chains or T.V.), and a seven minute 
huff and puff. All Mermaids are cordially 
invited, (please bring own bait.)_ This 
incessant experience will be held in the 
Stoke Naval Shipyard. See you there! 
Yours, the Boatswain & Second Mate. 
SMC-Happy Birthday, dear!! Hope it's a 
great day, but watch out for kidnappers 
later on! Looking forward to a great 
evening with you. All my love, SBP. 
To Will lA-Thanks for making this B-Day 
my best ever-and thanks to Diana, one I'll 
never for!'.let-Love you Quys! -C-. 
Deb, BAFeroo. Penny, Gamache-Had a 
great time Sunday Jhanks for everything. 
You all cfre so "AWESOME". Love ya, 
Phyllis. 
Ann-I won't tell Dick about your illicit 
lover John, but next time for God's sake, 
make things clear before we go to print. -A 
and F.E. · 
To my bedmate (if only for one night in 
paradise) Steve ... Wish you were here to 
warm my bed more often. (If Gerry only 
knew ... JEALOUSY) I am psyched that 
. you'll be home for the holidays. Let's 
definitely get together for _a night. of 
merrymaking when you hop in. Heres a 
long distance personal just for you. Love, 
affection, kisses, and hugs, your friend 
and bedmate, ME. 
The Hudd CO-REC FOOTBALL Team is 
the balls! Let's go for it ALL! 
R-Sorry things didn't work out . as 
planned! The weekend is here-Go Wild!! 
Remember our Motto-- G.J. 
To H. of the Felonious Four. French Toast 
was great. but how about eggs bened1ct 
for Saturday morning! From where did 
you heist the milk? For our next ra1d ... can 
we fit a cow in the trunk? Love, SWBN 
Your cohorts in crime. 
Attention all gerbils: The rat is back! So all 
you critters get in those mazes and make 
sure you run in straight lines! Remember, 
if this is going to be the Year of the Rat, we 
all have to be the hottest riot, and we must 
all remember our matching towels . So, 
thanks a blast, and put that Cat out before 
it eats all those gerbils. After all, there 
may be 101 uses for a dead rat, but-that 
book hasn't come out yet . Stay tuned next 
week for your next rat update. Same rat 
time, same rat channel. ... P.S. Beware of 




STEVE B.--R.A.of X-ensen. Beware on 
your D.O.B., love T.S.A.R. 
Doobness: Did you ever-Go to a wine and 
cheese party? Go to Dovah (iri a car)? Cut 
your finger and have it hurt? Go to a PG 
rated bar or go to the wrong party on 
Young Drive? I did! I love you kid;-C- . Sisters of TTIC-l'm really excited about sisterhood and I t,ope that all of our KTing 
Sally Melick: I know you're out there and I will be a nice experience to cherish 
know you're 20! Congrats and have fun always. Love. Rilly. P.S. Get Psyched! 
celebrating! Lunch at Lower Hud. To my EWF Boogie Partner: You deserve 
sometime soon? Give me a call-A Fellow this personal after all that grooving 
Townie. Tuesday night! We were great! White 
Pooh, the House on Pooh Corner wasn't O_v_e_r_a_ll_s_&_W_in_e_. ________ _ 
the same without your smile. (That darn EMS 20% OFF SALE: The New Hampshire 
honey jar!) Glad you got the clouds Outing Club is once again sponsoring the 
cleared from the sky. Luv, "Christopher annual Eastern Mountain Sports 20% 
Robin." OFF SALE! All clothing and equipment in 
To Peter, the non-committal ex-marine: the Fall EMS catalog can be obtained 
You've got yours and I've got mine. but through the Outing Club for 20% off. For 
how 'bout a little of us from time to time? catalogs, order forms and further details, 
Mostly friends, just a touch lovers; not to stop by Room 129 in the MUB. All orders 
own you. just to hold you. but we'll never must be in by 1 :00 p.m. on Friday, October 
know 'til we're beneath the covers. And 3_0t_h_. _l_0_/ _2_7 __________ _ 
'who's to say, as ecstasy goes, I'd be 
willing to bet we'd both earn a red rose! L-
Edible personals? Have your message 
written on a super chocolate chip cookie. 
The Cookie Jar ·will write any edible 
message for you so order your super 
cookie today! 
Did you forget that birthday you meant to 
remember was coming so soon? Come 
see our card collection at the Cat's Closet. 
SUE: You'll get it together. baby will you 
ever! Smile: Every week from hereon in is 
a happy one! Who else but me. 
DANA and KELLY: You two looked 
awesome Saturday _ nite. You get more 
beautiful every year. You made 
Homecoming the best for a lot of people. 
Never cnange-Love you both . 
Acacia, thanks for a GREAT 
Homecoming!!! Signed, the McLal!ghlin 
Women. 
Need some money so you can enjoy your This Add worth $50 off your next dance. 
post-midterm celebration? Find a job on Book before Oct. 31 and let the dance 
the job board located between the machine get you dancing. Punk-Funk-You 
cafeteria and the Strafford Room in the say it we'll play it. WWNH D.J.s Tom 
MUB. Larson and Chris Roberts. Call 868-7214 
Linda: Don't fret, don't fear, I won't evenings. Ask for Chris. 
disappear. What is Halloween going to be Paula Parmenter is a bad copy editor and 
like without the "Savage Beast. " We will an even worse person. 
soon find out. "Chester Peaches please 
no more pink inside or out. That for You: Where else can you enjoy gourmet 
So Close, Yet So Far. Love, Hefty. cuisine and dance to the renowned UNH 3 
O'Clock jazz Band at the annual Gourmet 
It's a Monster Mash!!!! Area II dinner 20's style. Oct. 23rd & 24th. More 
programming board presents a goulish info at Mem. Union Ticket Office. 10/ 23. 
gathering of mad monsters Friday, Oct. 30 
in the Strafford Room. MUS.Dance and . Hi Ed! I'm back! I bet you missed me. Just 
costume contest. Admission, 75 cents. All like we all miss the Kar'i-Van once in a 
students invited. while. Don't you just hate it? Or missing a 
phone call. Or even falling off the roof. 
What do you get when you take two 'Luego. 
freshly baked cho~olate chip cookies and --"'---------------
squash vanilla or chocolate soft serve ice Found a permanent place to stay yet? Sick 
cream between them? The Cookie Jar of where you're living now? Roomate 
calls it an ice cream cookie. Come down needed for Dover Apartment. Large open 
and bite into some happiness today. studio all w / w carpeting, panelled, 
furnished, $ 168/ mo. plus utilities and 
Hay ... punk chick! We'll end up with Bowie partial heat. It's a great place and I'm easy 
and Sting in the end, so .. . Three screams to get along with . 6½ Belknap St. 749-
(yah, yah. yah) for Riverside and Franklin 2633. 10/27. 
and all in between. Halloween's coming, ----------------
and have I got Brass in Pocket! Your C.B. Sign up now for your Senior Portraits. 
counterpart and partner in decadence. Room 125. MUB at the Granite Office. 
Freak! Mon.-Fri. 10-3. 10/ 30. 
Brenda, Have a terrific b·irthday. Go wild, 
and try not to stay too sober ... (l'm sure 
that won't be a major problem!!!) an off-
campus cousin. 
Denise, cheer up, things WILL definitely 
improve!!! Have a fun weekend at Brown. 
I'll give you a call soon. A stranger. 
Kappa Sigma - Thanks for saving the 
Wildcat for me. This was my favorite 
homecoming. You guys are the best!! 
To R,J, and G on 7th: Thanks for 
everything Friday night. You guys are 
super. G.- thanks for the pep talk. J-1'11 
share my wine with you anytime. R- an F 
for poor typing and too many grammatical 
errors, huh? The late night typist. 
SHARE $21000.00!1 If you have the King 
of Hearts from the Burger King "21" 
game - we need to get in touch because I 
have the Ace of Hearts and could use ten 
thousand $ (for parties & whatever!) 
Contact Bill Shea, Rm. 125, Randall or call 
868-9777 or 862-1662. 
Sign up NOW for your Senior Portraits! 
Rm. 125, MUB at the Granite Office. Mon-
Fri. 10-3 10/30 
Cherise, I miss you and I'm going crazy! 
MBM, This weekend was great I'll be 
waiting for you in PA. I love you. DES. 
DEAR KELLY, I had the best weekend! 
From Friday night till Monday and 
everything in between. You're the best 
friend in the world and I love you, DANA. 
Send a friend a trick or treat Oct. 29-31 by 
ordering a SPOOK-A-GRAM Oct. 26-
28 at Huddleston, during dinner or by 
calling Lillian, 2-1598 or Jane, 2-1601 
Cost:$1. 10/27 
Hi Andy - Thanks for brunch on Sunday; 
even if Mrs. Philbrook was out of yogurt 
and not serving mustard. Hope we can get 
together again soon. This time I'll come as 
myself. Be prepared. Surrogate Dave (I 
live in Christensen not Hubbard). P.S. 
Good luck on your physics. 
BD Number seventy-nine was Great!! 
Next time will be better. I may be a ten but 
you're an eleven.! S.D. 
Kappa Sigma and Phi Mu equals no.1 We 
are the winning formula! You guys are the 
best. See you bids night! Love the sister of 
Phi Mu. 
Dan L. You're such a doll. Thanx. Stop by 
for Amaretto sometime. See ya. Who the hell is Xena Smith? 
Who Wrote that? Lei, Chocolate covered raisins can't 
Honey - It's as simple as this; you make 
me smile and I love it! Love you, me. 
To Sheryl and Mary - I'm looking for some 
GOOD friends Honesty and sincerity are 
important. I'm tired of phonies. 
64560.475 X my P.O. number/rounded 
off equals phone number. Please call. 
Lonely Heart. 
ROCKY HORROR - Volunteers needed 
for marshalling and clean up. Sign up 
MUSO, Room J 48, MUB. 1 0/27 
Tim - 187 (BYOFD) Thanx for being our 
guest we'll have to do it again. this time 
we'll send an invitation! Love and kisses, 
Eileen and Sharon. 
compare to room service. Thanks for 
picking up the pieces. What a buddy!! I'm 
sorry, but I'm sure it's more memorable 
than sleep?! You're the best! Friends 
Forever, Pseudo. 
To my roommates - Denise and Sue - I'm 
sorry that I'm never around, but you two 
are the greatest! Between Cheez Nips, my 
pile of junk on the floor in my corner. my 
late hours everywhere, MAN-0-MAN, I 
love you two and will miss you this week. 
Have a clean and quiet one. Love DHM 
To our big Brothers from Beta: 
Congratulations - WE DID ff!!! (Was there 
ever a doubt?!) This one's going down in 
the books. Homecoming '81 with you 
Hey Val, what's cooking? Especially at guys was difinately unreal. .. First Class. 
Phil. Is that really food they serve down To the Delta Zeta Pledges: How's the 
there? Can you tell me what I had for - hangover? Bids night was awesome and 
Lunch? It was kinda yellow and lumpy? No so are you. We love you! Go Delta! Love 
don 't tell me, I don't want to know. As for D_Z_s_is_t_e_rs_. ___________ _ 
beau. don't listen to me, starched . To the pledges of TAPPA TAPPA KEG -
To the guy who someday is going to just Get psyched, it's gonna be a wild 
up and go: Good point about trust. My semester! Rushes. Raids. Road Trips, and 
mistake - you deserve better. Thanx don't forget our wild pledge dances! P.S. 
anyway . Vodka Collins. Big sis thanks so much for decorating my 
door! So glad to be a sister. Love ya! 
Slammer 1. 
Susan, you cutie , love that perm . Oh yeah, 
thanks so much for my B-day party. I really 
did appreciate it. I was also very surprised. 
I also want to thank everyone else for 
coming too. I'll never forget it. Thanks 
again. to my roommated who I'm glad to 
share a room with . Love Belinda. 
Fairchilds own ghouls will be delivering 
. SPOOK-A-GRAMS Oct. 29-31, order 
yours now by cplling Lillian at 2-1598, 
Jane at 2-1601 or at Huddleston Oct. 26-
2~_! -~nner: Co...;s:_t_: _$_.l_. ______ _ 
To my fellow TTK's - I want you to know 
this has been the best! Raids, rushing 
skits etc ... I'm x-tra super duper psyched 
for the Wild pledge dances. Well wanted 
to let you know you're all just the greatest 
and I'll love you forever! Treasured 
memories live on and on. JD 
Karen, Dave, Don, Mary - You guys get 
psyched for the 1500 mile road trip! 
Minneapolis or bust!!! NRPA does not 
know what it is in for!!! DHM 
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Gridders to apply learning at NU tomorrow 
Two weeks ago on the 
emotional rollercoaster also 
known as UNH football, the 
'Cats were flying high at 4-0. 
They had beaten conference 
foe Connecticut in the final 
23 seconds the previous 
Saturday. 
Things looked good for 
the boys from Durham as 
they travelled north to 
Orono, Maine for a game 
against the hapless Black 
Bears of UMO. As in the0-
4-1 Black Bears. Piece of 
cake, right? 
-Wrong. A 26-16 upset of 
the 'Cats sent UN H on a 
downward spiral. Mighty Lehigh. was in store last 
Saturday, and the prospect of a sad homecoming seemed 
likely in Durham. With injuries and trampled egos UNH 
seemed primed for a beating. right? 
Wrong again. Lehigh's Mike Whalen missed two extra 
points and a field goal to help the 'Cats win a hard-
fought, well-played (but not kicked) game. __ 
"I feel very good about the win against Lehigh," UNH 
head coach Bill Bowes said. "Lehigh is an outstanding 
football team. Sure their kicker missed those kicks but 
we didn't have ours there. We played as well as they did." 
Wildcats are third in 1-AA 
See poll below 
The 'Cats are riding high again. Third in the country in 
Division 1-AA. Northeastern is tomorrow and they 
should be a pushover. The Huskies are 2-3 with wins over 
Springfield (24-7) and American International College 
(17-14). Nothing to be afraid of for the high-flying 
Wildcats. 
UNH handled AIC easily (28-13) and the Huskies 
should be another "W" for the 'Cats to notch on their 
pistol grip, right? Actually NU is a test for UNH, a big 
te<.:t M~ine took the- 'Cats to 1;,chool two week1;, a20 and 
showed them that nothing should be taken for granted. 
"We learned a lesson in Maine," UNH quarterback 
Denis Stevens said. "We learned it the hard way and we 
can't afford another letdown. We have to dig down deep. 
We're high up in the rankings, but if we lose, we know we 
can be knocked out ·of them." 
The 'Cats are the team to beat now in the Yankee 
Conf eren~e and in Division I-AA in the east. Everyone 
wants a piece of them and they have to realize that. Like a 
gunslinger, they have to live up to their reputation every 
week and they can never put their six-gun down or they 
are dead. 
"I'd like to think that we have learned our lesson" 
Bowes said. "I'd like to think that there won't beanoth~r 
letdown;but we won't know until we play Saturday." 
_ The thing that the 'Cats have to realize is that they are a 
good team, but they cannot "read their clippings". Each 
game is approached separately. Rhode Island is on the · 
schedule-a week from tomorrow. The Rams are tied with 
UN H for the lead in the Yankee Conference at 2-l. 




The University of New Hampshire baseball team completed 
another outstanding fall season. The Wildcats posted a 12-4 record 
and are already looking towards the spring. UNH recorded a !0-12 
last spring and was 12-12 the year before. 
The pitching staff was very tough this fall and should be very solid 
this spring. Senior Steve Johnson, who did not play last fall, and 
sophomore Dan Leach had outstanding fall campaigns.Junior Rick 
Record also threw well, as did freshman Jay Wickham. 
, Seniors Andy Adams and Tom O'Shea, the top returnees from 
last spring along with Record, did not see as much action as head 
coach Ted Connor was looking at some of the other pitchers. 
Sophomore Dave Scharf will also get plenty of action this spring. 
UNH hit the ball very well this fall and will add even more power 
to its line-up this spring with the return of three football players, who 
did not play fall ball. Starting catcher Chris Collins and hard-hitting 
third baseman Bill Peach will return to the Wildcat line-up this 
spring, along with highly touted freshman infielder Dave Wissman. 
Seniors Jim Wholley and Vint Choiniere were the top hitters this 
fall, along with juniors Andy Brickley and Jeff Stohrer. Wholley, 
Brickley, Stohrer and Collins all hit better than .300 last spring. The 
surprise of the fall workout was freshman Stan Jurkoic, of Walpole, 
N. H ., who will see some action in the infield and on the mound this 
spring. 
Volleyball 
Things are definitely looking up for the women's volleyball 
squad. In a tri-matcn against Salem State and Northeastern 
University W~dnesday, the squad took two of three games from 
Salem. The sp1kers and setters swept Northeastern with scores of I 5-
0 and 15-12. 
. '!'he team will attempt to continue its three-match winning streak 
in its next confrontation at the URI invitational on November 7. 
UNH receiver Bill Peach goes up for one against Lehigh Saturday. 
(Tim Lorette photo) 
Hockey exhibition 
The 1981-82 UN H hockey squad plays their first home exhibition 
game her at UNH this season Tuesday night as the 'Cats take on 
Holy Cross at Snively Arena. 
Correction 
National Poll 
NCAA Division 1-AA 
Coaches Poll 
1 E. Kentucky 6-1 58 
1 Jackson St. 6-0-1 58 
3 New Hampshire 5-1 50 
4 Murray St. 6-1 48 
· 5 Idaho St. 5-1 46 
6 Boise St. 5-1 40 
7 Middl~ Tenn. 5-2 32 
8 Lehigh 4-2 31 
8 So. Carolina 5-2 31 
10 Montana 4-1 23 
The 
New Hamp•hire 
The New Hampshire incorrectly reported the record of the UN H 
women's field hockey team in the Tuesday, October 20 issue. 
The 'Cats were 7-3-1 following their 2-1 victory over Bentley, and 
not 6-4-1 as reported. . 
NIGHT GRILL 
In the MUB_Cafeteria 
Chili, Salads, Burgers 
and Hot Dogs 
Monday-Thursday 
4 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
The icemen are strong defensively and offensively with their 
"production" line of Andy Brickley, Dan Forget, and Chris Pryor all 
returning for this season. 
UNH was 19-13-1 last season and made the ECAC playoffs. 
BENEFIT 
FOR THE SALVADORAN 
REFUGEES! 
FILM: EL SALVADOR 
REVOLUTION OR 
DEATH 
SUN. OCT. 25TH 7:30 P.M. 
Donations Sl.00 
MUB HILLSBOROUGH SULLIVAN 
ROOM (MAIN FLOOR) 
Sponsored by 
COMMITTEE . IN SOLIDARITY 
WITH THE PEOPLE OF 
EL SALV AOOR \ 
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Sports 
BoOters sing shutout blues, 1-0 to UMass 
By Kent Cherrington 
The men's soccer team lost yet 
another one-goal game yesterday. 
The Minutemen of Massachusetts 
came to town and gave the 
Wildcats their fourth loss by the 
score of 1-0. lt was the sixth 
shutout against the 'Cats this 
sea son. 
Once again, the Wildcats were 
not without their chances. UN H 
dominated the first half of play, 
but came up empty. Scott Reither 
blasted a shot from in front of the 
net on a John Colburn" All World" 
throw in, but the shot went off a 
U Mass def ender. 
Mike Pilot headed one towards 
an empty U Mass goal but a 
def ender knocked it away in the 
first half. 
Jamie Walters ·had a good shot 
on a two-on-one with Ron Fancy. 
Walters had another blast right on, 
but the score was still tied at 0-0. 
U Mass had no serious threats on 
UN H goalie George Gaillardetz. 
head-shot, and ten minutes later, 
Walters took a beautiful crossing 
pass from Reither and hit the far 
post. 
With less than 12 minutes left in 
the game, Gaillardetz came out to 
cut down the angle on U Mass' 
Nick Marciano. Antonio Diaz 
took the feed from Marciano on 
full stride and gave the Minutemen 
the lead, and the win. 
With three minutes left in the 
game, UN H forward Tim Linehan 
was tripped inside the penalty area, 
for an apparent penalty kick. To 
the dismay of the Wildcats, the 
referee ruled it was outside the 
penalty area. UNH assistant 
coaches Ted Garber and Peter 
Ramsey hotly protested, but to no 
avail. 
"I talked to the guy who tripped 
me," Linehan said after the game. 
"He told me after the game that he 
tripped me a good three to four feet 
inside the line." 
The second half got a little 
physical, as most close games do. 
GaiUardetz had his biggest threat 
early as the ball got by him, but a 
U Mass p_ass went wide. 
So the Wildcats are now J-8, 
with four games remaining. They 
were in the same position last year 
and won three - of them. 
Gaillardetz hopes the 'Cats can 
repeat that performance. 
UN H's Mike Pilot (9) tries to split two UMass defenders in yesterday;s 1-0 loss in Durham. 
' ( Tim Lorette photo) 
the abiliiy. We're just not applying 
it. That's the difference between 
winning and losing," Linehan said. 
Again, UN H had its chances. 
UMass goalie Stan Jaworowski 
made a nice save on a Chris·Reidell 
"The difference between this 
year and last year is we're getting 
more chances," he said. "_Last year 
we weren't getting the chances." 
"We know how to olay. We have 
Hesler scores hat trick 
UN H travels to Middlebury 
tomorrow. Their only remaining 
home game is November 3 against 
Dartmouth. 
Stickwomen tuck it to Friars· 
By Jackie MacMullan 
Less than a week ago, Carla 
Hesler was talking about she and 
her teammate's frustration of 
being in a scoring slump. The 
senior tri-captain's goal 
production had been off her team-
leading pace of the season before, . 
and the team itself was averaging 
less than three goals a game. 
Since then, Hesler has come 
alive and pocketed six goals in the 
last three games to once again take 
the team lead in scoring (she now 
has nine on the season). Three of 
those goals came Wednesday . to 
help UNH outshoot and outplay 
the Providence College Friars, 6-2. 
Both teams complained about 
the bumpy, uneven field, but 
. neither seemed✓ to have trouble 
putting the ball in the 'net. As 
forward Donna Modini attested, it 
was "a game of all offense." 
"The field was terrible,. it 
reminded me of a high school 
game," Modini said. "It was a 'hit 
it and run after it type game', no 
finesse at all." 
Modini had two goals for the 
Wildcats. Though one was on a 
rebound in front, the other was a 
fine play that began when she stole 
the ball at the top of the circle. She 
then dodged· two PC defenders and 
drilled a shot between PC goalie 
Deb Williams' legs. 
Freshman Mary Ellen Cullinane 
scored the other goal on what she 
termed "a pretty lucky play." 
"The ball just carne right across 
to me, it .didn't take that much to 
put it in," Cullinane said. 
The Wildcats took advantage of 
the good bounces on the field all 
afternoon. They had more 
breakaways than usual, (two of 
which Hesler fonverted on), and it 
was the first time this season the 
'Cats scored more than two goals 
in the run of play. 
Defensively, though, UN H did 
not match up as well as they should 
have. Defensive lapses were 
frequent, and it cost them a goal 
late in the second half. 
MORNING LIN.E 
House Steve Larry Lonnie 
Line Damish McGrath Brennan 
(20-16) (21-15) (15-15) 
.556 .581 .500 
UNH at . UNH 
NU b·, 13 UNH UNH UNH 
BU at UMass 
UMass by·6 BU UMass UMass 
UConn at Maine 
Maine by 9 U~onn UConn UConn 
URI at Delaware 
Del by 10 Del Del Del 
Cornell at Dartmouth 
Dartmouth by 6 Cornell Dart Dart 
Brown at Holv Cross 
Holy Cross 
' 
bv 10 HC HC Brown 
In fact, there - were just 35 
seconds left when the second 
Providence goal got past 
netminder Robin Balducci. 
"A lot of the time the ball seemed 
to be going in slow motion," 
Modini said. "We didn't even 
know how to handle it." 
The mediocre performance of 
the Wildcats still produced their 
seventh win of the season, but that 
wasn't even the best news of the 
day. 
The big news was that despite 
having lost more games than they 
have in 20 years, (they've dropped 
four), UNH was ranked 6th in the 
national poll. 
As a result, the 'Cats are still in 
the thick of things for a playoff 
berth. 
That playoff spot could rest on 
Tuesday's game at the University 
of Connecticut. The Huskies, who 
edged UNH last _ year in the 
Regional finals, are having a fine 
season and are almost assured a 
shot at the national title. Game 
time in Storrs is at 3 p.m. 
/ 
Jackie Old Gov. 
MacMullan Grad Gallen 
(11-13) (20-16) (0-0) 
.458 .556 .000 
UNH NU UNH 
UMass BU BU 
UCoRn UConn UConn 
URI Del URI 
Dart Dart Dart 
HC Brown HC 
Editor's note: Las~ week UNH President Evelyn Handler (4-2) sent the Old Grad (2-4.) into his pQcket for 
another SSO donation to the UNH JOO Club. This week's guest is His Excellency Hugh Gallen Governor of 
N~w Hampshire. • 
Carla Hesler is slowed down here, but lately she ,.s been hard to stop 
(Tim Lorette photo) . · 
Men runners 'packed' 
By J.T.Harris 
As the UN H men's cross countrv 
season ticks on. the harriers ge't 
better and better. Eleven out~ of 
twelve 'Cat runners improved their 
times in Sunday's Providence 
College Open. 
"Our tactic is still that of 
running in groups. Doing this will 
make us stronger as a team." said 
UNH coach John Copeland. 
A Wildcat pack of Tim Reever 
I ~th. Philo Pappas 24th. Scott 
Yakola .30th. Aaron Lessing J2nd. 
and Peter Anderson JJrd, paced a 
fourth place finish in the Open. 
"Before the race. I broke..up the 
guys into two groups. telling them 
to run within ten yards of each 
,nhcr." Copeland said. "I felt this 
would force them to run faster. 
They did what I toW them and 
that\ why our pos1t1on. grouping. 
and times improved." 
Tomorrow in Farmington. 
Connecticut. the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Championships 
will be run. Rested runners Dean 
Kimball. and Guy Stearns, will be 
looked upon to lead UN H to a 
strong finish. 
"When Kimball and Stearns do 
not compete (did not run in P.C. 
Open) we're gi\'ing them a 
psychological break," Copeland 
said. Kimball and Stearns\ times 
already 4ualify them for post-
season competition. . 
"This is our first time in the 
Eastern\. so,\\e really do not know 
what to expect. It sh~rnld be a \'Cr\' 
interesting meet." said Copeland~ 
Twenty ieams. (includin!.! 
l1 Mass. lJ Maine. and Hol\· Crns;) 
Will run in the meet IHlstcd h,· 
(\:11trnl Conncl"ri.nu. · 
